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0-IAPTER- VI 

S:CTION - I 0 

SMT. INDIRA GANDHI .t\ND IND~&J'J FOREIGN POLICY 

INDIRA GANilii' S POLITICAL GROOMING: 

There is a can."3rd that Nehru Secretly groomed 

Inaiira Gandhi for the office of the Prin1e Minister.. Nehru posse

ssed strong political instincts and was a man of exquisite beu:r

geoe s tastes and susceptibilities, Nehru was a Man of Science and 

technology and preferred scientists and technologists rather than 

astrolog~rs and upstratish politicians and petty businessmen. On 

the otter hand Indira Gandhi is Nehru's counter personality in 

many way. She is a very earthy creature 11 a woman endowed with 

robust commonsense and she possessed strong will Nehru did not 

want that Indira Gandhi sr~uld come in the same life \vhich was 

commonly led by the Nehru family. Nehru often advised his youngest 

sister and he must have encouraged Indira Gandhi to have the same 

sort of life. In fact it is not only Nehru but all his coJleagues 

in the Natmonal movement who did likewise. In the earlier phases 

of post Independent politics not even a single leader of first rank 

of nationalist movement encour~ged his or her son·or daughter to 

go in for a political career which us full of risk and sacrifice9 

They preferrecl that their son or daughter Will go in for lucrative 

and cushy jobs and car•:::ers, examples are J<. c .. Pant, Siddhartha 
( 1) 

Sankar Ray, l<anti Bhai Morarji, Dahya Bhai Patel etc. And it 

only now in sixties that these prodigal sons and daughters have 
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started returning to the battle ground of politics and to claim 

their patrimony tn politics. Dut the case of Indira Gandhi is 

something different, she did not come this way. In fact~ when the 

then Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, G. B .. Pant bad offered her 

a cabinet post in his first cabinet, she had declined. ~1e did not 

show any great desire to enter her father's political arena .. 

It is well to remember that she did not claim her 

husband's seat in parliament when he died, a dynastic practice 

growing up in Asia at several place So A.fter Nehru's death his 

successor S\astri invited her to join hi.s cabinet more. to help 

himself 'fJY ensuring the c.:. .. :·<.Llui ty of Nehru's vision of charisma 

than to reward her for any political asset or equality. She was 

a lonely woman then and she did not decline this invitation as she 

had done earlier in case of G. B. Pant~» 

After the death of ~x-:st Shastri in Tashkant, the 

Congress "Satraps" met togetre r to choose 3 strong candidate who 

can successfully challenge the impliable 11 pretender'' Morarji and 

yet remain a handy tool with these "Satraps". Indira Gandhi be

came the final choice~ They thought she would carry Nehru Charis

ma, which is very much important to them for contesting the 

general election of 1967 which had to be fought by them without 

their tallest vote-catcher Nehru, Tl-;us Indira Gandhi came to 

occupy the throne but still she had it on probation onlyo 

0 
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FORS!GN POLICY UNDER ~/Ll=\S. INDIRA G,'\Nil-11 

It was against this background that Indira G~ndhi 

took up the reign of Indian administration as the third Prime Minis

te!'r of India. She picked up the thread where it ·was left by Shas

triji in Tashkent and in her first policy statement she pledged to 

follow her fatr.er 1 s policy of promoting friendship among n·ations to 

implement in letter and spirit, Tashkent declar~tion, to maintain 

friendly relations with neighbouring countries, to resolve all dis

putes peacefully and to up hold the policy of non-alignment" She 

took oarticular care to emphasize that she was a beli•3ver of· a firm 
. ( 2) 

base of Indianness. which will withstand and trial - a theme that 

she was to repeat off and on. 

Mrs. Sandhi enjoyed a dominat position in relation to 

her cabinet colleagues, the Chiefs of Staff, her follow parliarnen

tarians and certainly in regard to Indian civil servants at ho~ and 

e voys a bread, but dominance does not me an dictatorship or authori ta

rianism and is obviously competible in India with vigorous deb~te 

and the involvement of the Prime Ministart some times as an initia

tor and always as an active adjudicator, in the endless process of 

trying to reconcile competing interests outlooks and claim. 

"r , •• -~ • ·~ ·_j· The general governing ideas behind India's foreign 

policy today, as ever since 1947 are still these which were most 

elequently articulated by Jawaharlal Nehru and are now being applied 

in the circumstances of the pNsent by his daughter Mrs. Gnndhi 9 s 

own published press generally lacks the IJC~X (\Uality of her fathe~ 
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at its best but it improves at times of crisis as shown in her 

letter to congressmen relt! a sed on 8 November 1969 or in her eloquent. 

public and publicly unan$~ered letter to president Nixon on Bangla

desh in December 1971. 

Involvement in. three wars in the subcon-tinen-t since 

1962 and the general desire to be prepar~d for any likely threat 

to national security has given the military an enhanced influence 

in the shaping of foreign policy. 

The routines of India's extensive range of ext~rnal 

affairs are quickly efficiently man3ged by her bureaucracy· and es

pecially by the 350.400 senior member of the Indian foreign servi

ces. In late 1972 India maintain 109 diplomatic pests abroad and 

the majority of heads of mission were IFS Officers. though 20--30 

percent were filled by non career diplomates.. Ambassadors are 

prime ministerial appointments. During· the y0 ar 1971-72 India 

officially participated in 472 conferences congra sse s and seminars 

abroad and in 33 international meeting held in India, while the 

protocal division was responsible for the official visits to India 

of over 70 important foreigners. By late 1972 also there were 62 

embassie 15 High Commission and 111 foreign consular officer in 

India. In a parliamentary Democracy practing cabinet go·11emment 

foreign policy is very little made by diplomatese Thus for India 

her diplomates. Thus for India her diplomats play interlocutory 

rather than entrepreneurial roleso The IFS officers are partici

p~nts11 generalists occassionally moderators, in a many sir:'ed never 
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ending multi dimensional diologue within their country and between 
. ( 3) 
country and others. 

MRS. GANDHI 1 S INITIAL SfEP S. 

Visit to foreign countries is regarded as an aspect 

of foreign policy making because visit to a particular country 

enhances the possibility of good friendship between countries·~ ll/,rs. 

Gandhi travelled extensively all over the world which contributed 

her particular style of foreign poB.cy making" It is seen that 
(4) 

Smte Gandhi covered tY2ntyeight foreign trips from 1966 to l964e 
( 5) 

Prie to this, between 1937-64 she also covered five foreign trips. 

Within 3 months of her accession to power she under 

took her first foreign tour. She visited paris, London, Moscow and 

Wishington. It was reported that she has assured her hosts that 

"no changes would be made in the principles of foreign policy 
( 6) 

Nehru had laid down." She gave an impression of dischantment 

with Britain and .an eagerness to cultivate De Gaullean France. The 

Soviet leaders were cautious of her as she deeply impressed the 

American A-dministration and Johnson had all prr1ise for this 'little 

girl'e She called for a lEJsting friendship between India and U .. S~h. 

and asked the Americans not to be "irritated by misunderstandings 
(7) 

or diverted by difficulties". She was a bit perturbed to S?e 

the growth of a Sino-Pak axis and trlfJ increase in the rate of 

Chinese mili t&ry supply to Pakistan. She was in search of American 

support against the Chirte se threat which was in ra ali ty less mili

tary than political. She wanted to shift her foreign policy to the 
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opposite direction from that of her fathero 

INoo-U. s.A .. RELATICN S UNDER MRS .. G ,n.NDHI 

Mrs. Gandhi thought that Americans were furiously 

searching for a magnetic pole against China~ She thought that 

Uo S.Ae could be drawn towards making India such a model magnetic 

pole which is an old Nehru dre am0 To talk with the New Yo~k lea

ding bankers about 'China' she remarked is taking great care to 

avoid direct military involvement in Vietnam.. But Chinese shadow 

does fall across South East Asia~ The real threat from Ch-ina is, 

however, less military than political~ But Chinese influence will 

be diminished if its neighbours in Asi~ and nations of the deve

loping world can build around popular and forv1ard looking govern

ments dedicated to fulfilling the aspirations of their people .. 

They would also be greatly strengthened in this purpose were they 
( 3) 

to see a strong and viable alternative model to peking. 

Indira Gandhi was assured of help from .A.merican 

administration and the world Bank on the condition that tte 

Indian rupee be drastically devalued.. She acted under the advice 

of Ashoke Mehta, tbe planning Minister who agreed With the .\me ri

can' s many prog.ramrne s of Indo- t..merican collaborations. She acted 

adraitly on this _advice without caring two hoots for tbe so called 

left or their leader l<amraj and the .Morarji who voiced tr_eir 

opposition to devaluationo She was leading a country which had 

been through armed conflicts the Indo-China in 1962 an::l the Indo-
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Pak in 1965 growing war burdens, soaring prices, strikes, lockouts, 

Bandhs and the general crisis depending all roundQ Against this 

back ground, the Indian politics economic structure, looked like 

a thoroughly leaking boat tossed in the tempestuous seas. She 

still did not know how to keep the boat in balance once a tidal 

wave from one shore tossed it in the opposite direction. In this 

crisis the &>viet Union proved to be helpful to her but they wan

ted her in return to be a little more bould, in her South-East-

!'(·sian deplomacy. Johnson seemed to have zmrox see nEd to have pur

chased her silence over Vietnam.. She broked that silence pnd 

called on Johnson to stop bombing in North Vietnam : "It is nece

ssary'' she said in July 1966, "to secure the withdr.:wlal of oall 

foreign forces from Vietnam ~nd to insulate that unhappy country 

from every foreign interference so that the people of Vietnam 
. (9) 

determine their ovm futura free of external pr·assui.~asn. She 

maae a seven point proposal for ending the war and offered to 

undertake responsibility once reconciliation processes got going. 

This shocked Johnson who was ·angered at the ingratitude of Indira 

Gandhi who had recently enjoyed his hospitality at the white Houseo 

By the end of the sixties Indo-American rsolations 

had suffered another setback as the u· .. S., wantad the status quo and 

India wanted a graater role in the regional affair-s of S:>uth ·ttsia. 

In this period, the United States was involved in North Vietnam 

and had enlarged the scope of its commitment by invading 1u~m~w 

Combodi a, the Indian Government. demanded a negotiated set tlemr:-nt 
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and a complete halt to all military operation on the part of the 

U Sf\. The u.s. continued its support to the military regime in 

Pakistan and followed a :napproachment policy t·oward China which 

was 'a new trust by the American Government to place India in an 

impossible situation to divert its entire development plans to 

aid the refugees"" .At this time she was assr.Jred by the Soviet 

leaders that they were neither supplying arms to the Pakistan nor 

had signed any pact with that country~· The basic position of the 

Soviet Union on important issues of spacial interest to India had 

not changed. Being assured of Indo- Soviet friendship she comr~n

ted that it was a positive relationship aimed at no other nation 

and it did not come in the way .of either India or U~S~SoRo making 

friends with other countries. 

1967 - ELECTIOO : A \'Ell.R OF COLI.DS~L DEFEAT FOR 
COt"JGRESS 

In the general election of 1967, the congress lost 

the monopoly of power on Indian administration~ The Con:Jress 

retained a bare majority at the Cent~, but in several states it 

gave up its position to a United front of several parties. The 

situation sa-ved Indira Gandhi and her Prime Ministership a many 

big head, over Kamraj, had rolled down and the Syndicate was made 

to lick in dust. The old bossess cr~led under the battered or-

ganisation, but so far as leadership issue was concerned they had 

no latarnative but to tolerate Mrs. Gandhi till the non-congress 

Governments by and large had been toppled. They allowed her to 
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pick up Dr. Zakir Hussain for the pre sidentship though not with

out a protest. Similarly Morarji challenged her leadership but 

compromised on the offer of a De·::>uty Prime Ministership which was 

no where near Sarliar Patal's officeo Thus Indira Gandhi E~E1te!ll£:S 

succeeded to keep the reins of the congress party in her hands. 

TREND OF FOREIGN POLICY f\FTER 1976. 

After 19~7 elections, she found her difficulties 

multiplying both in domestic affairs as v~ll as in external 

affairs. In June 19o7 • a war between Israel and the Arabs broke 

out again;. The Arabs lost het~vily in the WC!r and the Suez canal 

was clc-sed.. This heavily affected the Indian economy\) At this 

point Indira Gandhi made it cle.:lr that India was whole heartedly 
Q 

with the Arabs. She added : 11 If Israel is to live in peace, she 

can only do so in friendship with her neighbourero She can not 

do so with the help of a country for"".,.. that is the point".She 

took care to emphasize in the Americ()n Magazine 'Look' in 1\pril 

1963 that India was not hostile to jews and pointed out th~t 

'Congress party supported them when Hitler prosecuted them in the 
( 10) 

1930s". 

Mrs. Gandhi advocating Arab's stand in the war 

strongly. This she did as such issues are on_;anica1ly linked 

with India's domestic scene where Muslim population counts and 

Pakistani and Irani neighours have to be kept in view in any 

patterning of foreign relations to. This was made clearer in the 

unfortun.:1te episode or burning o.f .~I Ar,~SA .Fv'OS"")UE and the conse-
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quent rising of .t!\rab and Muslim tempers all over the world~ 

Due to her pre-Arab formuletic-ns Indir~ managed an 

invitation to participate in Rabat Conve renee of 1969. Pakistan 

raised a great hue and cry against Indian participation in the 

Islamic conference at RabaL, The then Pakistani president Yahya 

Khan awoke to the situation and successfully made it an issue that 
( 1!) 

India should not be allowed to participate in tr.e con fa renee .. 

This controversy clarified the sympatbie s of the Indian Govern

ment to the Arab. After Zakir Hussain's elevation to president

ship and the appointn~nt of Hid ayatull ah as the Chief Justice of 

the Supreme Courts the Muslim mir!ori ty was own over to hero sight 

and this became an achievement in tr.e context of growing confrontet-

tion with Pakistan. 

The Indo-Pak relations after tr~e Tasbkant pact did 

not come to be cordial. Pakistan presented bigger challenges tc 

Indion diplomacy by developing a better relation with communist 

China without disturbing her close relr~ticns with the Anglo-1"!-meri-

can blocko China became a new source of her rnili.tary supplies more 

over Pakistan S'Jcceeded to cultiyate closer relation witt the 

Soviet Union" the only supplier of arms and a poll ticnl allie of 

India. The Soviet leadership eager to win away Pakistan from 

China was prepared to lend material support to Pakistan not only 

in matters of its industrialisation and oil exploration but in 

matters of her defence renuirements tooo Yahya Khan the then C

in-e of Pak army successfully pursuarled tr:e S::>viet le:ldershio to 
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make some arms supply however taken.. Th'lils Pakistan succ::.!eded in 

foreign fruitful relationship not only with the VI/estern block but 

with the quarreling giants of the socialist camp ~nd oualitative 

good relations with ~fro-~sian non-~ligned countries .. Non

aligned India was gr~atly upset by this Pakistani diplomatic: 

triumph in successfully pursuading the ::Oviet Union to deliver 

arms and other aid in return for her decision to close the Ameri-

can .1\irbases at Peshwar etc~~ It was very meaningful in the con

text of deepening American involvement in Indo-Chinese \'~ar. 

Thus in the F~ce of Chinese military migh~, conven

tional as wel] as nuclear, the Indian Go\Jernment fe]t gr-=atly con

cerned over its security problem. From 1968, it looked that thf:l 

climate of international politics had gone in Pakistan's fa\Jour 

and it promised to continue to go further in tf.at direction as was 

being exemplified by Kosyqin' s visit to Pakistan nnd Soviet supply 

o f arms during th. at ye ar. 
g 

Not only in t[,e North but deep in the 2outh the 

Indian ocean is pra.senting another aspect of x~i~ Indian security 

problem. The Government was seriousl-y concerned over the problem 

of a po\!\er vacum in the Indian ocean after the complete wi thdre'lwal 

of Sxiti~k British forces in 1970. The Indira Government w;~s 

anxious that the OC'~an may not be finally ex?loited by the 

po,ne:r" to pro·Jide for their mooile bas,3s :m altern-1tive to terri-

torial b<3ses which had been rendered out of d0te. ti;l:nady Ttlsh-

kent had signalled the emergence of ?JOvi~~t Union as the gu;3rantor 

of peace in the Hindustan peninsula, repL>ced !Jritain in. this 
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role diplomatically and economically and new in the spher.:: of 

defence also. 

Indira Gandhi did not seem to worry tha problem 

as mucly as the other countries and de bunkc d the po~''G r v acuurn 

theory in relation to Indian ocean and ad vi sed them tt it is our 

experience that wherever there is any kind of outside force it 

encourages other groups also to try and have a foot-hold and this 

creates tension in a way you could say that when the British left 

India they left a tremendous vacuum but, the Indian people filled 

it themselves", thus the Indian Govermnent would like to fill the 
'12) 

vaccum if any. by those who belong to the oce ane Thus India 

was labouring under great prass,Jr-a in her international relations 

at the end of the 601 s and the beginning of the 701 s. 

TREND OF FROEIGN POLICY AFTEq 1969 

The Sotiet Union and China, the two quarrelling 

countries of the socialist camp, »~»~X~~~t have got more and more 

invulued in India's politics and economics.. The Soviet le ade'rs 

have very St.!qJpstivaly been referring to as the "Hindustan penin

sula". The Sine>- Soviet rift the withdrawal of British Neval and 

political prasence from the Indian ocean and the expected with

drawal of American armed presence from So!Jth-E ast ~sia provided 

an ideal setting for the erne rgence of a very dynamic» vigorous 

and independent foreign pol icy in the seventi·:! s. 

Inside the country, the Indira Government had 
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me amvhile succeeded in over throwing many of the non-congress Gov

ernments by hook or by crook and the worst phase of the unprecen

dented famine and drought in the country was over, the internecine 

war inside the congress was. resumed by warlords of the congress and 

they did not nurse kindly feeling for Indira Governm:mt. It is at 

this background the sudden death of Dr~ Zakir Hussain in May 1969 
0 

immadiately raised the issue of leadership in the congress party .. 

Old bosses eager to have their ovm man in Rashtrapati Bhavan, they 

settled on Sanjiva Reddy who was of their own syndic<1te Stalwart. 

Thus ensued a fierce battle inside the congress party and legi~ 

latu~s, which as the Presidential election drew near result;:ld in 

a split, such as had never occured before in the congress history 

after the famous 9Jrat split of 1907 Ql Under the circumstances when 

the central leadership of Indira ()and hi was fighting its harde .st 

battle of survival and the congress party was passing through the 

worst phase of its factional fi·;Jhts, many developments in the sut:r 

continent and elsewhere did not receive due recognition and weight 

in the wider context of foreign policy .. 

In an unusually interpretative Indian annual Report 

on foreign affairs, for 1969-70, the "Btt-eznev plan for Security" 
( 13) 

was hailed as 11 a New Development of some significance 11
• But it 

was maintained that "security could best be ensured by economic 

cooperation and ensuring respect for territorial integrity and 

independen:e of various countries". The report recalled Prime 

Minister Mrs. Indira G ;;ndbi' s sugge stian for ~n 'agreement' or 

'convention' to ensure respect for indeoendencc-, sovereignty and 
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territorial integrity of countries of tl-:e rei<;n and commended it 

as tbe b'~ st way of reducing tension and preserving the existing 

state system in the area.. 1\s Dane sr. Singh later expL:1ined in the 

parliament "in so far as Br-.;;znev olan was, identical with India 
. ( 14) 

there was no harm in welcoming the form'1tr .. 

Now two points need to be noted immediately, first 

that India had meeted a mild convention or agreement type of link 

up, ·Second that India at that stage was not prepared to accept 

the wh(ble of Breznev plan.. It was later reve.3led that Marshall 

, Grechkev had come with a well prepared draft of a security treaty 

but the Government of India was not prep a red to accept U: at Ire r~ty 

in that India did not.accept such a Treaty even as late as may, 

1971 when during the Bangladesh crisis, 9Naran Singh visited Mos

cow and was offered such a treaty. 

India was reluctant to accept tr_e Breznev plon for 

security as well as showed tr"e same reluctance in identifying itE 

itself with the Western moves in regard to tr.e policing of tr.e 

Indian oceetn after tr-e withdrawal of British novel presence in 

the seventies" •••• Inciia's view has been that the Indi<m ocean 

should be an are a of peace .and a nuclear free zc1ne Y free of mili

tary bases and big power tension.. Neither South East :~sia nor the 

Indian ocean it considered ·bY as a vacum tq be filled by outside 
( 15) 

pov..l9rs11
• India have moved close to Soviet Union, yet she was 

prepared to talk business seriously with Chin~., Moreover the 

Government was looking for a better relation with China. China 
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appeared equally responsive and they knew tr.at Indira Gandhi bnd 

not yet completely gave over the side of "Social irnpeTialist"Q The 

Chinese dipibomats at several centres beg an to reappear in Indian 

reception., This premise of a thow continued in 1970 as ~lle It 

was reported that during the May day reception Mao reserved a big 

smile for Indian charged affairs and asked him to convey his good 

wishes to Indira Gandhi expressir.c;,J his desire for friendly rela-
( 16 j 

tions between India and China. 
0 

But that niche of foreign policy which Mrse Gandhi 

had struqgled hard to occupy, she was not prepared to expand .• It 

seemed to serve her well till tr:e Chain of event in Pakistan flovJ-

·ing almost in torrents so to say beg an assuming menacing dimen-

tions. Unlike Indira Gandhi, Yahya Khan proved unlucky in the 

gen8ral elections that he had or,:'ered throughout Pakistan. Th2 

unex~ected had arrived in what W?Js then c.·st Pakistan a tot2l l.=md

slicie for tr.e leader of autonomist movement, Muzibur R.aharnan, which 

upset the delicately balanced apple cart of New democrFJtic struc

ture that Yahya Khan was e~ger to build~ He tried to sober Muzib 

but having failed in his at t<Jmpt to '1.-vi.n away, Muzib from his path 

of autonomy. This caused the start of armed struggle against Pal<is

tan for the liberatlbcn of Bangladesh. It was· the culmination of 

t~e dissolution of the Pakistan as a theocr~tic state. 

TREND OF F011EIGN POLICY AFTE.f\ 1971 

1971 was a year which affected the Indian foreign 

policy to a very large extent. There was a chain of events which 

take place in that year political scene in tr/~ two m~jor countri~s 
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of South !S..sia, India and Pakistan, started changing f~st with the 

unfolding of this year. 

In the first place, the Indian people ga~e Indira 

Gandhi in March, 1971 elections a ii1;;:·1i...o · (.~ to solve the problem of 

internal restructuring by enabling her to cross over the barriers 

of the constitution, if needed be, with a mor8 than a mas~>ive 2/3rd 

majority in par.lia!Il9nt, secondly, in the satm month of March, 1971 

the Pakistani military Junta by a military crack down on Muzib' s 

follmvers and the Bengali people added big problems to her already 

large domestic burdens and complex responsibility in external 

affairs. Pakistan•s attack upon Bengali people caused the decisive 

Indo-Pak war, which took place in December, 1971~» Indira G;mdhi 

emerged as a Bharat Ratna in her ovm right after a successful and 

decisive armed struggle against Pakistan resultin] in the liberation 

of Bangladesh. Thirdly, the epoch making' IRdo-Soviet treaty of 

friendship which indisputably marked the turning point in the 

history of our foreign policy, Wi3S signed on 8th of August, 1971, 

the next day 'I i.e., on the 9th AuQust, Svvare3n Singh 11 our foreign 

Minister vvhile presenting this tr·=aty to pnrliament revealed the 

first ever well ·;}uarded secret that the treaty had been in nego

tiation for the last two years v1hich means roughly since 1969~ It 

was reported that Chouenlai did not consider the Indo- Soviet tr,:: aty 
( 17) . 

was aimed at encircling China, but this Chinese stance did not 

last long. The trr.!aty was supposed to have pr-:vented the thrj.3t•=n-

ed attack from Pakistan nnd t!-:us had a great deterest or pr·aven

tive val:.1e, but hardly four months pas sed wr.en India .::1nd Pakistan 
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found themselves at each other's thr.:1at. Coming three day's after 

Nixon's announcement of his 'China invitation' on lS July, Yahya 

Khan had threatened a total war against India if the later tried 

to liberate any part of East Pakistan. ttt the initial stages of 

,- the crisis, none of the big powe:-s want~d to s•.:e Pakistan dismem
( 18) 

be red, India had to act in this perspective. 

Meanwhile Indian leadershio succeeded to intarna-, 

tionalise the Bangladesh problemo The world opinion was 1ar;1ely 

own over by India and Indira Gandhi informed the world l1~ aders that 

the situation could not remain static it did not and Indira·GanHhi 

and Pakistan war soon locked in a big war that dism=mbered Pakistan, 

created a quarter of a century back by the Michinations of the biq 

powersQ It was a grclat gain because it ended a post war imposition 

of the British de sign of Indian sub-continent.. The achievement was 

well axpre ssed by Mrs. Gandhi when she said t 11 The political map of 
0 

the sub-continent has been redrawn and the nation of an inherent 

and insuperable antagonism bet•,ve;~n a secular, India and a predomi

nantly Muslim Stata has ba(~n disc!'~di ted not through any de si-~n on 
( 19) . 

our part but because the ide a itself was untenable .. 

INDIRA GANGii ~D TI-lE NON 1\LIGNMENT l\~DVSM8\lT 

Back in 197 s, a convention of the Indian nat ion al 

congress stra ssed in its final document that the policy of non

align~nt had been ·91 abo rated not for some spe ci fie sit Lti3tion but 

as an approach, as a philosophy desiJOOd for a new system of in~~er

national rdlations based on equ.:dity11 peace~ freedom ~md cooperation .. 
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This philosophy of non-alignment conceived by Jawabarlal Nehru is 

now shared by_ many other no~ aligned countri~ s. 

Indira Gandhi, who succeeded Nehru as Prime Mini st!lr 

of India, remained faithful to his ideas and continued to develop 

the political philosophy of non-alignmant~ It is better~ of cou:-set 

to use her own words to set forth hr~r ide a of non- ali~nment~r 

Indira Gandhi be li•? ved non- ali9nm.:mt rested on two 

foundations philosophical and political@ This is what she had to 

say on the philosophy of non- alignment in an intarview to the Bulg a

rian News Paper Rabotnicbe sko Dyelo in October 19tH. ''The newly 

free countries like India, individually wanted to stay out of Great 

power confrontation to Our aim was two fold that our resources shotJld 

not. be diverted from developm::nt to defence and that ~ could play 
0 

a role of friendship aadx and conciliation be~~en both blocs so as 

to diminish the changes of yet another WaX'e This is the underlying 
(20) 

philosophy of non- ;llignmento r. 

Non- alignment is the soul)! of Inditm foreign policyt 

Nehru had given it shape, form, dimension, direction and momentum 

but its inspirCltion lC~y in Indian history9 philosophy and experience. 

' 
12 It is a policy inherent in the past thinking of lndiap inherent in 

the conditioning of the Indian mind during the struggle for freedom 
'21) 

and inherent in the circumstances of the world to day11
, said Nehru. 

Our late Prime Minister MrsiP IndirCl G :·ndbi s.aid in an inaugural l£~X 

·speech that it was wrong, to interP.rete non-alignment as H~wilixt~RX 
( 22) 

equitiistance from the supex~poets~ India had and continues to 
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have vital economic~ political and cultural and other links \•.:ith 

countries on both sides of tl~ cold war$ In a world increDsingly 

becoming inter-dependent, thank~• to science and advanced technolcgy 

and industry, no nation, least of all ~he developing ones, can 

afford to remain isolated. Each nation must ha·.."e its due share in 

the waalth created with its resources arid given aid to build its 

economy and to limit its freedom of action. India can not b2 an 

exception to this, so she is maintaining friendly relations with 

the Soviet Union. 

On the other band, Nehru did not consider non- -8lign-

ment a bar to bilateral relations with bloc powers as long as they 

were not in tr,e cold war contest. For example, he favoured Indian 

membership of the common wealth. Late Prime Minister and tr.e late 

Chairperson of tr:e non- ~lignrnent Movement, Mrso Indira Gandhi, was 

also the Chairperson of the connomvealth Heads of Governments mee-

tir~ held in New Delhi in November, 1983, i22 Simil2rly she has 

maintained equally useful links with the Soviet Union~ 

Non- .:~lignment diplomacy of Mrs. G cmdhi is one of 

these dynamic trends of international politics which appear&d an 

international scene after the Second World Waro It represents an 

important force in the shaping of tr,e nature of international relz

tionsQ More and more countries, not only of Asia and ~frica, but 

also of Europe and Latin lWerica are quieng ap to join Mrs. Gandhi's 

non- ~ligned movement and tr.e monolithic character of both the corrunu-
( 23) 

nist and western camps is sbov;ing cracks in her movement. 
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In July, 1982, Indira Gandhi elabornted on this ide.'" 

during her visit to the United States ~ "The world is one, yet vre 

treat it as many, giving different n;3mes to the segments. .1\.s they 

are politically used the words :! ast and '"il'e st, North and &>utb are RC!! 

not even geographically opt." And then she nuoted from an ancient 

Indian legend : "Do not push me from the West or from the E?.st or 

from the North or the. South, be gracious to us, oh. Earth, let not 

·those find us who waylay people on the road. Take d.~adly weapons 
(24) 

for away· from us"., Indira Gandhi always believed that indepen-

dence IJ development" ciis armament and peace were indivisible. 

Characterizing the noli- aligned movement from these 

' broad positions, Indira G::ndhi said in tl-:e closing address to the 

Delhi conference of Non- oligned countries in !\'.arch 1983 that it was 

not a ~~Ms~i casual collection of individual states but a vital 

historical process.., It is a commingling of many historical, spiri-

tual arid cultural st!\:!ams, and an expression of the as?irations of 

the .long-deprived and the newly-free, she said. 

The global significance of her non-aligned diplomacy 

as a phenomena of post war international politics has continued to 

lie in the fac-ts that it arose and d2velop as an antidote to the 

bipolar complex of world politics. Although, it arose as a foreign 

· oolicy modality of India and some other CO!.Intries which follov.-ed 
' 

suit its rationality, invi·:!W of the given natura of world politics 

it appeared gradually to a highly increasing number of countries in 

the world, particularly mor•~ to those which v<rere keen to achil~ve 

development as the instrument of th~ preservation of their political 
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The role of Mrs• Indira Gandhi has been one of the 

distinctive contributions to change the tempo of non-alignment in 

a form of movernant. Her thinking in this direction, diplomatic 

insight in foreign affairs and the virtues inherited by her fatre r 

- J awaharlal Nehru who championed the cause of non- aligned move-· 

ment in the world since the day of India's independence have been 

influencing factors in changing the India's policy of non-ali·~n

ment towards a movement~ 

Indira G '·ndhi called the movem.ent the non- alignment 

community of countries having common in-terests, goals and princi

ples and str.assed : As regards the political foundation of non

alignment, Indira Gandhi described it in February 1961 by quoting 

Mahatma Gandhi : "India wants to be independent of everybody who 

wants to own this country.. We do not want a change of masters. 

We want to be masters on our ov.rn soil;. These words 11 "she said 
. ( 2f>) 

characterise the political foundation of non- alignroont." .· 

Indira G <>ndhi always believed that the roots of 

non-alignm3nt wera in the anti-colonial and anti-i~erialist 

struggle of the people so The policy of non- alignroont is not a 

spin-of£ of the cold war and a confrontation of forces in the 

postwar bipolar world. She called non- al.i;:Jnment a logical ex

pression of foreign policy whose content was the anti-imperialist 

struggle. wages by the people in ~sia, Africa and elsewher?. 

Non- alignment as a noveroont got even a stronger 
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momentum at the non- aligned conierance bald in ~olombo in 1976 • 

From Delhi.to Colombo slogan of the movamant and the non-ali1ned 

nations assembled there wer~ hi9hly overwhelmed~ Sot .. Indira Gan

dhi herself participated at Colo:Jmbo confarence and emphasized the 

fact that although the process of decolo:Jnization has almos-t been 

completed now, and that, therefore, new nations are still faced 

with the danger of there vival of neo-colonialismo She categori

cal! y remarked that the· new nations should try to ensure tbat their 

independence is preserved against such danger~ It was also empha

sized there that the United States should stop all its ef fcrts to 

convert Diego-Garcia a sone of the military bases in the Indian 
( 26) . 

ocean<) Other heads of states, besides Snt,, Indira Gandhi, 

assembled at the Colombo con-ference, also re :3sserted that &:>utb 

1\frica should abandon its policy of apartheid, the Palestinians 

should be granted their legitimate right~, and Israel should be 

persuaded to honour the United Nations resolution.. It wns also 

resolved there that it was neces~ary in the interest of peace that 

the continuing arms race betV~recn the super powers should be stoped 

and natural world resources should be equit.:Jbly distributed. ntlta · 

Indira Gandhi accepted that only by such steps, international peace 

and development of under-developed countries can be assured. The 

20th anniversary meet of the non- .aligned foreign ministers took 

ploce in New Delhi on February 9, 1981 and. reached connecsus on 

many contentions issues of the world. Mrs .. Indira Gandhi called 

for withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghaaistan and Kanpuche a in 
il> 0 

the political declaration. The conference made positive contribu

tion largely at the initi<:tive of India to bring the conflict 
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it can·be said that the non-aligned movement is directed against 

the big powers attitude towards the non- -3ligned powers, warned 

against threats to the non--3ligned movement and the increased risk 

of intervention by the big powers. Mrso Indira G~ndhi has again 

warned of the danger posed by the revival of cold war postures in 

India• s immediate neighbour hood., She said that "We shall spare 

no effort to grasp even the slightest opportunitY to defuse the 

situation and to promote contacts and dialogu~ which could lead 
. (26-)~1:) 

to deeper understanding and closer relationships. 

The non- -3ligned diplomacy of Mrs., Indira G ~ridhi has 

played a meaningful role in the management of world affairs. Her 

pursuit to diplomacy, her dynamic leadership, her resistance to the 

super powers game and over-all her precision, prudence and presence 

of mind have made her the champion of the group and in this respect 

she is heroine of the scene to make India's policy of non- alil)nment 

as a movement in world politicso 

It should be stressed in this context that Indira 

Gandhi always paid special attention to the struggle of non- aligned 

countries for peace and security. Throughout the years in the 

office of India's prime Minister, and chairman of the non- aligned 

movement (1983-84), Indira Gandhi strongly insisted on limiting 

and reversing the arms race, the nuclear arms race above all, 

averting a new world war, and ensuring a peaceful co-existence of 

all states. She believed that the non- aligned movemant was the 

largest movement for peace in history and that the realities of 
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the world situation the possibility of a nuclear armageddon by a 

single lapse or rash act-reinforced the relevance of non- alignment 

and demanded its redediction to peace~ 

Indira Gandhi did not treat non- alignment as a 

dogma and h~ own fundam3ntal approach to internatlbonal conflicts 

and actions by the conflicting sides depended on the objection 

circumstances in all their inter relationship so She was a consis

tent champion of peaceful settlement of disputes and conflicts 

between states. 

It is clear from the above discussion that though 

India is closely related with the SOviet Union, it has not lost its 

non-aligned character. Non-aligned policy which was ~riginated by 

the initiative of Nehru, Nasser and Tite, reached its highest peak 

under the leadership of India, particularly under the lead,rship 

of Mrs. Indira Gandhi. ~d this can rightly be said that India 

keeps her self totally aloof from the super power blocs.. And her 

friendship with the Soviet Union can not be called as alignment to 

the power bloco i\ccording to Mrs. Gandhi, "It is untenable to 

interpret non- alignment as e quidistance from the super powers. On 

the contrary, non-alignment is something very positiveo It means 

taking every chance to improve the out. look of peace and to adopt a 
( 28) 

cle·ar stand on matters on which we have strong convictions. 

The Indian trend to keep aloof from the power games 

was a natural by product of the main struggle for independence from 
0 

the imperial rule of Great Britain. India refused to align itself 
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even with Britain's enemies in the hope of furthering its own 

nationalist aims, because it had always been its policy to stand 

on its own feet and do its own fighting, and it never had any 

intention to being the plaything of others. Nehru in his braod 

cast to the nation on the eve of Indian independence said on 7 

Sept. 1947. : "We shall take full part in international confe

rence as a new nation with our own policy and not as satellite of 
( 29) 

another nations"o After Nehru India did not change her policy 

and she did not bend under any pressure of imperialism, colonia

lism or racialism or any other super powero 

Devotion to. the cause of peace to the policy of 

anti-imperialism and non- alignment, to the struggle for securing 

justice and equality in both political and economic relations, 

and to the cause of eliminating any manifestations of colonialism 

or racism- such are the main principles of India's foreign policy, 

which have gained world wide respect for that country. 

India's relations with the Soviet Union and other 

socialist countries are a component part of its non-alignment 

policyo Soviet Indian relationship has becom: a significapt fac

tor of peace. and stability in Asia and throughout the world. 

Friendship and cooperation between the USSR and India have been 
w 

tested by time. The two countries are in agreement on such con-

temporary vital inter--national problems as safeguarding peace, 

e limin.3ting the threat or nuclear war, curbing arms race, e spe

cially that of·nuclear arms, observing the principles of peaceful 

co-existence and adopting practical ·steps for putting an end to 
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the existiAg armed conflicts and preventing the eruption of new 

conflicts of this character. The friendly relations betwe8n the 

Soviet Union and India are based on the treaty of peace, friendship 

and cooperation signed in 1971. These relations express the vital 

interests of the people of both countries, and serve the cause of 

consolidating the bonds between the USSR and the non-alignment 

.movement. India's peace loving and independent foreign policy line 

is inseverably connected with the names of Jawaharlal Nehru and 
( 30) 

Indira Gandhi. 

Indira Gandhi died a tragic death on October .31, 

1984, as a result of a conspiracy of internal reactiong She made 

a tremendous contribution to the cause to strengthening the politi

cal and economic independence of her country and to its advance 

along the path of socio-economic progress. The profound e 1 abo ra

tion of non- ;:~lignment problen1s won Indira Gandhi great respect in 

the world.. She helped India pursue consistently an independent 

foreign policy :l51olmiai5t amidst the world tensions of 19801 So Her 

staunchness in resitting the powerful pressure exerted by the for

ces of imperialism and her adherence to ·a carefully weighed and 

realistic policy of non-~lignment independence of peace, freedom 

and movement, enhanced India's international prestige and helped 

to build up the unity of the non- ~ligned countries. 

India successfully fought against Pakistani military 

power in 1971 and lib~r?ted Bangladesh from the grisp of the 

Pakistani martial 1 aw and recognised it as an ir1dependent nation, 
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cri tisized the foreign military troops in Afghanistan, supported 

the liberation movemant of the· PLO in Lebanon and SNAPO in South 

Africa and has shown goodwill to solve the Tamil is;;ue in Srilanka. 

P.ll these reveal India's non--3ligned policyo So, W3 can conclude 

to say that, India is maintaining her non-~ligned status which she 

started since her independence• 
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POLITICM. DIMENSIONS INDIRJ\ GANa-11 AND THE INOO 9JVIcT RELI\TIONS 

Indo- Soviet ral at ions presents a unique, con side ra

bly significant and-model relationship. It is unique because the 

two countries have different political, and socio-economic struc

ture. Thus settigg a shining example of peaceful co-existence. It 

is important because it makes a constructive contribution to the 

peace and stability of not only ~sia but of the world in general. 

In 1966, when Mrs. Gandhi c arM into povre r, she 

took the policy of friendly re 1 at ion ship with the Soviet Union. 

Mrs. Sandhi reigned India for 16 years. During her long term 

tenure Indo-Soviet friendship reached its climax. ~e gave a·dy

namic direction to India's foreign policy with a view to meeting 

unprecented challenges. The entire course of fhe development of 

India's relations with the Soviet UniQn in the post Nehru period 

makes it abundantly clear that by giving expression to the aspira

tions of the Indian people for building friendly relations with the 

first socialist country of the world and later with other socialist 

country, Indira Gandhi has made a rich contribu~:ion to the preci

ous heritage. 

~fter Jawaharlal Nehru's death, when Lal Bahadur 

Shastri became Prime Minister of India, the.ra were wide spraad spe

culations in the Western press about India's foreign policy in 

general and Indo-Soviet relations in particular. Jmother signifi

cant development which needs to be mentioned in this context is 
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president Radhkrishnan' s speeches during his visit to the Sovi•:!t 

Union in the 1 ast week of Septamb~r, 1964eo Thi 5 cr-.:? at·~d it 5 own 

imp act and in a way re flee tad the thinking of India in the po 5t 

Nehru period" 

In October~ 29, 1964, when the minister of Informa

tion and Broadcasting, Indira Gandhi, visited M6scow, $he met 

Mikhail Suslev, a po·we·rful member of the politbureau. On a personal 

testimony received from &.lslov, Indira Gandhi brushed aside the 

fabrication that the previous Government of the U SSi had been cri

ticised for holding pro-Indian viewso bn the eve of the 47th anni

versary of the October litevolution, Brezhnev refereed to good neigh

hourly, traditional and friendly ties with India. 

A new phase in relations betwe.=t1 India and the 

USS1, which began in the spring of 1965 with the out br~ak of 

armed clashes on the Indo-Pak border in the Rann of Kutch was cha

racterized by a firm desire on the part of the Soviet's to develop 

their timetested relations with New Delhi and explore some new 

vistas in their formal state-to-st~te relations with Pakistano 

The Soviet attitude towards the grave situation in 

the Indian sub-continent, which began to deteriorate in the spring 

of 1965 and continued to be explosive till the end of autumn that 

year, could be seen in the T~SS statement on the aforesaid crisis 

in the Kutch are a of India adjacent to P ak border. 0 

The TASS statement noted that solution of problems 
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between India and Pakistan by means of war would only help the 

imperialists· in developing the already existing tension in other 

parts of Asia, while citing premier Shastri's and president Ayub' s 

recent statements regarding peaceful solution of disputes between 

India and Pakistan, it. laid emphasis on the necessity of direct and 
( 1) 

peaceful negotiations. 

Lal Bahadur Shastri visited the Soviet Union in May 

1965. It is important to observe that Shastri's visit to Mdscow 

took place after the president of Pakistan had visited the Soviet 

Uniono In order to allay India's misunderstanding, the Soviet 

premie•r considered. it necessary to emphasise at a reception held 

in honour of Shastri in the Kremlin that his country, while aspi

ring to establish better ralations with third world coul)tries, 

would never do .it at the expese of Indo-Soviet friendship. 9-las

tri' s visit as Soviet premier Kosygin then put it, opened a "New 

Phase" in the already v~ell established INOO- 3)VIET relations., 

f\midst the vastly enalrged economic, cultural and political under

standing achieved by the visit, it led to increasing trust the un

derstanding be.tween the two countries. 

In February 1965, Indira Gandhi v i.si ted the Soviet 

Union during her foreign tour. The affection and req ard shown to 
. (2) 

her by the Soviet leaders was the result o.f 2 principled stand. 

They held her in high esteem not merely because she was Jawaharl<:t1 

Nehru's daughter or because she happened to be a Minister in the 

Shastri Government. The Soviet leaders looked upon her as a repre-
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sentative of the politics for which Jawaharlal Nehru stood~ She 

understandably took this opportunity to reiterate India's policy 

of friendship with the Soviet Union. 

INOO-P AK WAR : ATTITUDE OF 1BE SOVIETS. 

Towards the end of August 1965, the border situation 

in Kashmir became extremely tense after mass crossing by Pakistani 

infiltrators into this State of India and the letter's action 

against them. The &.>viet advice to both the parties to find out 

ways to liquidate the confliet, which could only further aggrevate 

their economic problems. 

Soviet stand on the above situation was nicely 

elaborated by on observer of pravda in a leading article entitled 

"Urgent Nacessity .. - The commentator did not apportion blame to 

any side. While referring to Soviet Respect for India's policy of 

peaceful !!XX co-existence and non-.:~lignment, her fight against 

colonialism and her respectable place in the world, he underlined 

that Soviet aspiration for developing her relations with Pakistan 

proceeded from the assumption that her good neighbourly relations 

with Pakistan would not weaken her friendship with any third 

country ••••••••••••The sole objective of the Soviets was peace in 

the Indian sub-continent and this supreme need of the hour was all 

the more stressed by the pravda editorial of 24 4ugust 1965, enti

tled "Stop Bloodshed in Kashmir 11
• In the Security Council meeting 

,. 
·referred to above, the Soviet delegate expressed his deep concern 
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on the gravity of the situation and asked both India and Pakistan 

to hall the conflictQ In order to counteract the Soviet demand for 

immediate peace and add to the intransigence of Pakistan, the 

people's Dailyvehemently condemned Indiais stand on Kashmir on:,. 

September, It supported "Pakistan's·counter-e~ttack in self-defence 

against India's armed aggression" and accused the &>viet Union of 

·vying with the US in aiding and abetting the Indian reactionaries .. 

Fully aware of the various implication of the Indo-Pak conflict, 

China's open siding with Pakistan and her threats to India, the 

Soviet leadership directed all its energy to the maintenance of 

peace in the Indian sub-continent and thereby to the prevention of 

any escalation of the conflict. 

Moscows open support to India would have certainly 

delayed military disengagement, liked the Chinese leadership fur

ther and given it a lame excuse for creating some. more trouble on 

India's northern border, which would have only adrled to her enor

mous problems. 

Soviet diplomacy during the Indo-P ak was guided by 

reason and realism. It is true that right from the beginning of 

troubles in Kutch up to the all-out war along the Indo-P ak border, 

there were definite evidence· of Pakistan's responsibility in aggra

vating the situation. Why then the .Soviets. did not pass any judge

ment on the merit of the issues involved? A simple answer to this 

question is the fact that the Soviet had very carefully envisages 
( 3) 

for themselves the role of a peace maker. 

~t no stage did the Soviet Union equate India w.ttb 
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Pakistan. She kept intact arms agreement with India. Barely a 

month before the out break of the Indo-Pak war, she had expressed 

her readiness to sell submarines to India on deferred payment and 

offered both training and maintenance facilitieso In view of the 

aging ships of the Indian Navy, these fresh S:Jviet offers were vital 

for the protection of India's long coast line vmich was easily 

vulnerable from Pakistan's side. Even when the Indo-Pak conflict 

was approaching towards an end, a high-level defence delegation 
. (4) 

from India was finalising some important negotiations in Moscow. 

In order to resolve the problems between the two 

countries, overcome the legacy of tr:e last war, and create condi

tions in which-both would be joined to the Soviet Union in ttKEX~f 

ties of friendship and in a benevolent relationship, Soviet premier 

Alevei Kosygin took the initiative in arranging highest-level con

ference between India and Pakistan in which he himself actively par

ticipated, which took place on 4 January 1966o The conference, mee

ting at Tashkent and attended by Indian Prime Minister Lal n~hadur 

Shastri and Pakistan president Ayub Khan along with their senior 

aids, grappled with the issues dividing the two countries and at 

crucial moments when dead lock threatened to stall further pro

gress, Kosygin's deft intervention saved it from failure and finalJy 

resulted in an rndo-Pak declaration and various other allied agree-
. ( 5) 

ments., Moscow appeared to have scored en important diplomatic 

triumph, despite Peking's hostility, and to have considerably 

advanced its objective of taking tbe entire sub-continent together 

with it in the international arena. 
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The Tashkent Declaration was in reality a success 

. . . 

of:: Soviet diplomacy and crowning of the Soviet exhertations to both 

Iridi a and Pakistan to resolve their disputes through bilateral ne-
( 6) . . 

gotiations. K.P. s .. Menon summed-up the signi fie ance of the 

conference when he wrote : "In a way, Tashkent is an ~~ti epitome 

of Indo-Soviet friendship a friendship whose purpose is not to 

threaten or encircle any nation, but to promote the cause of peace 
. . . (7) 

in the world, more particularly in the SOuth /\sian region. 

The Government of India Whole-heartedly welcomed 

the T8shkent 4greement •. Both Gulzarilal Nanda, who took over as 

the acting Prime Minister a{ter the sad demise of Lal Bahadur 

Shastri at Tashkent, and Indira Gandhi, the newly elected Prime 

Minister, expressed their plR~I!liNRGI!JiiX pr-ape aredne ss to execute 

this declaration. 

Mrs. Gandhi was elected leader of the congra ss 

party on January 19, 1966 in a terse battle with Morarji Desai, 

and by virtlle of that became the Prime Minister of India Fi'V3 days 
0 

later. The Soviets expressed hqppiness over it. They rightly 

felt, as their official press wrote, "the foct that Nehru's dau

ghter was chosen as the Prime tJ\inister of India bore testimony to 

his course remaining unchanged as a foundation of national :ooli-
( B) 

tics., 11 

In the initial sta;3es of her st·?Wardship, Prime 

Minister Indira G.3ndbi was confronted with a lBrge number of pr:J-

blems, internal as well as external. On top of all this, the 

rightwing in her party which later came to be knovvn as the 
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"Syndicate" was clearly in an a·ssertivemoodo ThtJough her Q\Affi 

efforts she had to carve out a place for he rse 1 f in Indian poli

tics as an independent entityo It is tribute to her skill and 

~olitical foresight that she was able to deal with these problems 

with a lacrity and firmness. Thus within three to four months of 

her having assumed office, Indira Gendhi started carrying forNard 

the time tested politics of Jawaharlal Nehru in the sphere of 

India~ s relations with other co~ntries.. Jawaharlal Nehru descri

bed the mare significant aspect of his numerous visits abroad 

after he had become the Prime Minister, as voyages of dis~overy. 

These visits helped him to study the causes of gr3atness of the 

countries which count in the world to-day. 

In response to Brezhnev' s call for the observance 

of the Tashkent Decl,ration in the course of his report to the 

Tv.enty-Third congress of the CPS.J (29 March-8 1\pril 1966). Prime 

Minister Indira Gandhi, during a brief stop-over in Moscow, carne 
0 

forward to pay tributa s to the Soviet Union for hosting the confe

rence and observed that India would implement the Tashkent Agree

ment inspite of Pakistan's prevocations. 

Within Six months of taking office, Mrs. Gandhi 

chose to go to Mos6ow in July 1966, on her maiden official visit 

of Prime Minister of India. Her earlier .visit aft~r Brezhnev 

came to pow~r had laid credence to her personality. On July 12, 

1966, the Pravda wrote, "Saying 'Welcome', the Soviet people 

salute: the visit of Indira to the USSR from the cor= of their 
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heart .. 

On July 13, Mrs. Gandhi arrived in Moscow. She had 

a wide discussion on various issueso In her speeches ~here was 

reiterated India's stand on various world problems based on an 

unflinching dedication to the cause of peace and opposition to 

colonialism and heo-colonialism, and described the friendship be~ 
. . (10) 

tween the Indian and Soviet peoples as unshakable 11
• 

One distinct gain of Indira Gandhi's visit to Mo s

cow was that she convinced the S::>viet .leaders of India's sincerity 

with ra?ard to the implementation of the Tashkent Agreement. The 

other positive achievement of Indira Gandhi's Moscow visit was 

the elucidation of the Indian position on ~ietnam. But mor8 im

portant than these two aspects of the Prime Minist:r's visit was 

her exposition of the role of the non- ~li·)ned movement namely, 

achievement of political and economic freedom for all countri~~ s, 

building a better world and preserving world peace. If this stand 

of Indira Gandhi reassured the Soviet leaders of India's Princi-

ples and practice, she must have also been impressed about the 

high position which India had come to occupy in the countries of 

the world in the years after independence, primarily because of 

the politics fashioned and pursued by J awaharlal Nehru. 

0 

When it be come cL; ar both to Washington and Beijing 

that India would continue to follow the politics of Jawaharlal 

Nehru under the le aaership of Indira Gandhi, the two countries 

started exploring the.means to·make Pakistan stronger through en-
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hanced supply ~f armsu 

They did not, howaver, take into. consideration cer

tain peculiar characteristics of the Indian political poyche, the 

Chief among them being that Indian people had wrested political 

freedom from an imperial power which one time boasted of the sun 

never setting on its empire. Neither Beijing nor 1/'l?.shington appe a

red to be aware of the inner .vitality of the Indian people which 

distinguishes them from other people in this -region. The Indian 

policy is not based on the private opinions of certain leaders 

or predilections of the elite. The Socio-economic movc?ment which 

the architect of the Inriian nation, Jawaharlal Nehru, had set 

immotion was and continues to be securely founded on the strength 

of P~blic opinion. What happen~d after these moves by Washington 

Bei<Jing was the obvious and the expectedo The Indian Public opi

nion which has always been robustly dedicated to democracy and so

cialism did not fail to see that India's soveraignty was being 

undermined and her principles compromised. Prime Minister Indira 

Gandhi was quick to realise these pressures had to be resisted in 

the larger national interest; and with this began a new phase of 

India 8 s relations with the socialist countries and particularly 

with the Soviet Uniono Thus by the end of the 1966 9 base 0f 

Indi·a• s relations with the socialist countries had became wider 

and firmer. 

In 1967, Mrs. Gandhi decided to pay a goodwill 

visit to Moscow and participate in the 50th anniversary of tre 

October Revoh.ttiono On Novemeer 7, 1967 Iwlira Gandhi p articip a-
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ted as a special-guest in the 5oth anniversary celebrations in Mos-

cow. 

ln her appro-:ach to Indo- Soviet friendship, she did 

not drift away from her father's path and tried to augment the scope 

and broaden the area of friendship. Nehru had all praise for -SJvi~t 

achievements •. Mrs. Gandhi too was equ.:~lly impr2ssed<) One can find 

tellimg coincidence in thoughts of the f2:ther and the daughter. The 

following excerpts shall illustrate the point better. In reply to 

a question Nehru once said: 

"We have tried to learn and will continue to learn 

from what has been to learn and will continue to learn from 'What 

has b~en done in other countries, notably the Soviet Union. You have 

~lllifaHIZf referred to the friendship between India and the Soviet 

Union inspite of somewhat differing social structures. That is 

true •• o ••••••••••••• • VJe have a sensation of following perhaps a 

somewhat different path to the same goal 11 but the basic thing is 

the regard for each other, for each other's int,")grity of outlook 
( 11) 

and friendshllp. That broadly is the goal we strive for". Subse-

quent events preved that this friendship v1as really a factor to be 

reckoned with in international lifeo 

Another opportunity to further cement the friend

ship between the two countries was provided by premier Kosygin's 

visit to India in the last week of January 1968.. Welcoming Kosygin 

at one of the f~nctions held ~n his honour, Indira Gandhi said : 

"The developing friendship between the -SJviet Union and India is a 
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good example of international cooperation. It has been of mutual 

benefit and it has helped freedom and peace". Referring to the 

growing economic cooperation between the two countries, she added 

"The pat tern of this economic cooperation consisting of credits, 

material and technical assistance, and incre 0sing stress on trade 
( 12) 

has pioneered a new trend in international economic relation"-. 

In his reply,.Kosygin declared, "The present international situa

tion persistently eemands from all, who cherish peach ~gxs~~~~it' 

and security of peoples, to take united action aimed at combatting 

aggressive forces of imperialism and colonialism.'1 Stressing the 

value of the Tashkent ~greement, he observed :-

••••• We, like al1 the friends of India and Pakistan, 

would like to see Hindu stan as a region of stable peace, a region 

where the foundations of friendly cooperation between India and 
( 13) 

Pakistan could be laid. 

The President of Pakistan !;yub Khan visited the Mos-

cow in September 1967Q At a Kremlin dinner on 25 september, he 

indirectly referred. to India and complained to his host that a iR~ 

lll~H~tlJtXr«f~~H~x:t~xlf1alXli'!Xll'l~~xE~Dil indiscrimir:::o te increase in armr:r

ments and the growing military imbalence in the sub- continent was 

also a danger", he asked for bringing an immediate end to the arms 

race in the Indo-Pak sub-continent.. Since the Soviet Union was the 

biggest supplier of x~mx arms to India, ~yub tried his best to im

press upon his hosts the need to give further proof of his country• s 

independent attitude towards W;:~shington. Ayub' s visit to tr.e U S.Sl 

proved fruitful. In the economic field he succeeded in getting the 
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extension of Soviet assistance upto 1975. He succeeded in persua

ding premier Kosygin to pay an official visit to Pakistan, an invi 

-tation which had been pending since April 196':>'i The Soviet Prime 

Minister 'Jisited, the capital of Pakistan 17-20 A.pril, 1968. From 

all available accounts it seems that Kosygins visit proved a pre

lude to another break-through in Soviet Pak r'3lations.. On an· invi-

tation from the Soviet Government, a high pO\ver military delega

tion of Pakistan led by the commander in Chief General a. .. lv~. Yah ya 

Khan visited Moscow on 28 June 1968.and held discussion with the 
( 14) 

Sslviet Defence Minister, Marshal t\ndrei Grechke. The above 

development in relations between Pakistan and the ussq were being 

vi9wed in India with some anxiety. The Government of India had 

been cautiously watching these moves for more than three years. 
0 

Soviet readiness to supply arms to Pakistan was conveyed to the 

Government of India tr.rough letter of :::Oviet Premier, which •.·.ras 

handed over to Prime Minister Indira Gandhi by the Soviet charge 

affairs in New Delhi, Nikelai Sffiirov. 

President Zakir Hussain used his visit to tr.e Soviet 

Union (B-18 July) for conveying the Government of Indiaw s approhen

sions over the arms deal with Pakistan to the Soviet leaderhip. 

Soviet policy behind the supply of arms to Pakistan 

was in fact an important part of Moscow general policy of weakening 

the varidus military pacts framed by the i"lest to encircle tr.e USS1. 

To some extent, the Soviets had succeeded in '1/1.112akening the NA.TO 

by opening several new lai:Si% vist;:;s in their relations with France 
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and West Germany •• •••••• Moscow thus decided to sign an arms agree

ment with Pakist'an with the limited O~Jjective of disengaging her 
' 

from the West and China. 

SOviet agreemen~ to sell some non-letr.al arms to 

p akistant \"'hich had little significance in military termst should 

not be construed as any cooling-off in Indo- &>viet relations.. New 

Delhi had not· lost its importance in the eyes of Moscow., The ele

ment of inter dependence in Indo- Soviet relations had rather incre.a

sed further in view of China's strained relations with Both these 
( 15) 

countries. However, it soon bee arne known that the sale of 

Soviet arms was' intended 'to be no more than a gesture and was not 

going to be any large scale., Besides, it was· also learnt that, 

while developing friendly relations with Pakistan, the Soviet Union 

had throughout made it clear that this would not in way affect her 

close friendship with India, that she had absolutely no interest in 

' fomenting India-Pakistan strife and that, on the contrary, she was 

deeply interested in fostering cooperation betw~en the two countries. 

The mild sterrn that raged over the sale of Soviet Union arms to 

Pakistan, thereforeP passed away without affecting Indo-Soviet rela-

tions. 

Towards the end of October 1968, Defence Minister 

Sardar 9Naran Singh visited Moscow for eight days and held important 

discussions with' top Soviet leaderso In an interview, he obse:-ved, 

· "The politics of the two countries in vi tal fields continue t.:> re

main unchanged and this matter was highlighted in tha course of the 

1 exchange of views". On his part, Soviet Defence MinisbO!r t'mdrei 
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Grechko declared in a banquet speech, "Indo-Sc,viet friendship is 

unshakable and nothing will be allowed to cast the slightest doubt 

on it'~., 9.Yaran Singh thus returned home wi tb assur~nce s from the 

highest Soviet autherities that the Military balance in the sub-

continent shall not be tilted against New Delhi, the Soviet won't 

allow their arms to be used against India by Pakistan and that bil.:r

teral solution of the existing disputes betv.reen India and Pakistan 

alone could ensure peace in the sub-continent~ The Soviet leaders 

promised India further economic assistance and offered to augment 
( 16) 

her defence capability as v.rell. 

This is clearly illustrate~, by the joint co~nunique 

issued on September 17, 1969 at the end of the visit of Dinesh Singh, 

then ·India's Minister of external affairs, tc the &Jvie t Union, "The 

tvm sides, said the communique "recognise the need for furtr,er ex-

p ansion of the contacts and ties and exchange of viev,.rs bet'IJI~een the 

US~ and India at various levels and stressed their importance for 

a deeper understanding and trust between the Government and peoples 

of the two countries. The communique also contained a blueprint 

for a security system for Asia. This was perhaps an elucidation of 

the idea of collective security in Asia advanced by the General 

Secretary of the eommunist party of the Soviet Union, L~onoid Brezh

nev at the international conference of communist and WQrker 9 s par

ties held in Moscow in June 1969, when be had declared : "We are 

of the opinion that the course of events is also putting on the 

agenda the task of creating of a system of collective securi-ty in 
( 17) 

Asia. r. 
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While maintaining close relations wiU. ·India and 

Pakistan, the &>viet very carefully steered clear of any involvement 

in the internal disputes of this region() There was th~s a remarkable 

contrast in S::lviet attitude towards the Indian sub-continent and the 

attitude of peking as well as of the West towards this region. While 

China and the West played on the mutual .differences between India and 

Pakistan in order to gain a strong foot hold in thts region, the 

Soviet Union scrupulously avoided this course, tried her b1? st to nor

malise relations between India and Pakistan and thus largely succeeded 

in v.'inning the confidence and respect of both these countries. · 

The Soviet premier Kosygin visited Pakistan in May 1969, 

and the president of Pakistan Yahya Khan visited Moscow in June 1970, 

and made a joint communique from the Soviet sir:e, which expressed the 

hope that a solution of Indo-pak problems in the Tashkent ,:::Pirit would 

be in the "vital interest of the peoples of Pakistan and India and in 
( 18) . 

the interest of peace in the whole world and in that area"o 

Tlle visit of president V.V~ Giri to the 2oviet Union in 

September 1970 was another in~ortant link in Chain of continuing ex

change of visits by the leads of State and Government of the two coun

tries" In this speeches the bead of the Indian State under lined the 

close relationship between India and the Soviet Union in various field. 

At the lunch on given in his honour by the President of the Supreme 
0 

Soviet of the USSRv on 23 September, he declared ; "Our political rela

tionship has proqre ssed from the days of distant acquaintance to one 

of intimate confidence and active cooperation". Giri also paid glowing 
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tributes to V.I. Lenin, whose birth centenary was bai~g ~mil~ cele-

brated that year : 

"I am particularly hapoy to be in the ::i)viet Union", 

he observed, "in the centenary year of Great Lenin for whom our poe

ple have the highest regard. Lenin was one of these great~ spirits 

who gave to the world a new message of equally and social justice 

and also influenced our own struggle for freedom from the colonial 
( 19) 

rule." 

Political scene in the two major countries of &:>utb 

Asia, India and Pakistan, started changing fest with the urtfolding 

of the year 197lo In India the remarkable victory of the INC in 

the snap polls, held in March 1971, brought an end to political 

instability pre..., ailing in the country since the congress split of 

1969. With the installation of a strong government at the centre, 

the Indian political scene underwent a sea-changeo 

In contrast to the Indian situation, Pakistan presen

ted a ratr.er .complex scenarie as a consequence of the breakdown of 

neogi tations between Sheikh Mujibur Rahaman, leader of the .~wami 

League 9 and A.ga Mohammed Yahya Khan, the President of Pakistan. In 

the elections held in Pakistan on the basis of Universal suffrage 

on 7 December 1970, the Awami League emerged as the largest single 

political party having secured 167 out of .169 seats allotted to 

East ~akistan in a house of 313 members~ Naturally, the Awami 

League asked for the transfer of power te tr.e duly elected repre

sentatives, they demanded provincial autonomy in a loose federative 

frame work. This was followed by several rounds of talks among 
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Mujib, Bhutto and Yahya, who finally agreed on 13 February 1971 to 

the convening of the session of the National 1\ssembly on 3 March. 

On 28 February Bhutto demanded immediate postponnement of the 

Assembly session. On 1 March, in collusion with But\·.o, Yabya Khan 

postponed the national ~~·ssembl y sine die on the pret.?xt of giving 

time to the two parties to reach an agreement. Yahya' s announcement 

was quickly followed by mass demonstrations. The Martial Law 

administration ordered violet shootings in Dacca and in other pl ac!3 s, 

where insurgency was ground. At this critical juncture, when the 

whole of East Pakistan was simmering with revolt and Dacca was sub

merged in a blood bath, Ry:xtklllx'R on 3ro March Mujilb declined to 

attend the round table talks proposed by the President. Yahya Khan 

declared on 6 March that he had ·summened the national Assembly on 

25 Marcho On 7 March, Mujib reacted sharply and qave a call for 

civil disobedience. In retaliation, Islamabad issued series of 

Martial L~v orders against Mujibs directives~ On 22 March Yahya 

decided to postpone the meeting of the national ~ssembly without 

assigning any valid ground. By order of the Martial Law adrninis

tratalt'~ 1\wami League was pre scribed. Sheikh Mu[}lib was arre st·:=d. 

Military crack down in East Pakistan led to refuges influx into the 
( 20) 

neighbouring states of Indiao The settl(~ment of this issue by 

fulfilling the wishes of the people of Bangladesh bee arne an article 

of faith with India. Thera was widespread. sympathy in India for 

·the brave struggle for freedom going on in Bangladesh and help was 

flowing to the freedom fighte-rs on a wide scale o 

The rulers and the <=lit·= of West Pakistan, inst~ad of 
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opening talks with the elected representatives of Bangladesh, wer9 

blaming all their troubles on IndiaQ Behind 'Nest Pakistan stood 

China, which kept on warning the Indian l•3aclership of dangerous 

consequence of what it chose to describe as "Indian interfer~nce in 

the internal affairs of Pakistan" o Though the world press publi-
~ 

shed harrowing details of atrocitL.?s perpetrat·ed by the West Pakis-

tan military personnel in Bangladesh, and world opinion sympathe

sed with the miserable blight of the refugees, - The ~Jv SoGovernment 

refused to withdraw its support to its favourite Pakistany military 

generals who lt~X were rulling the reost" Even tho·Jght it publicly 

declared the cancellation of Military assistance, the US government 

actually continued sending to ?akistan all manner of assiscante. 

Both the United states and China seemed determined to st :md by the 

military regime in West Pakistan reqardless of the policy it pur-

sued. 

In that difficult hou:r the Sovi•3t Union w2s only 

great power which came forward with a clear-cut s':and on the tragic 

situation in the sub-continent. This is cle .:Jr from president 

podgorny's letter to Genaral Yahya Khan dated ~pril 2, 1971, presi

dent padgorny urged the Pakistani Rule.r to step bloodshed and for 

a peaceful settlement of the complex preblems which the people of 

Pakistan were facing., H,3 expressed the conce:rn of the Soviet peo

ple at the arrest and persecution of Mujibar Raharnan and othe.r poli

tician, who had received such overwhelming support of the popula

tion of aaat ~akistan at the recent general elections. 

The elements in .5.Jviet policy tovtards the rapidly 
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unfolding dramatic developments in East Bengal could be indentifiad 

as follows: 

1) Gradual awareness of the massively popular revolt 

in East Bengal and increasing sympathy fur it in the face of Pakis

tani military regime's policy of indiscriminate relationsQand mass

acres laading to larqe scale exodus into India. 

2) Unmistakable s~~athy for India in the crisis and 

the desire to help her meet the crisis~ 

3) The anxiety about the danger of a bigger conflagra 

-tion involving big powers, and therS!fore, tLe need for caution and 

discretion, particularly in view of the knovdedqe of a Sino- US line 

up behind Pakistan 

4) rmd yet the need and willingness to backup India 

against pressure and possible blackmail from Washington and Peking. 

lvbscow' s policy evolved within these perimeters but 

the tilt towards India was as app-?rent as the US tilt tovvards Pc:Jkis

tan. Moscow had already abandoned the attempt at simultaneo.Js 

friendship with India and ? akistan and had decided to support 

. India's stand point although with as much caution and care as po ssi
( 21) 

ble under the circumstances. 

lfor India the situation w:ns takirg an eminous turn. 

By August nearly 10 million had fled to India .. A mass upsurge, 

suppressed by a region of ter:.~or, turned into guerilla resistance 

and the formation of a liberation army (Mukti Bahini) .. A.s tl:e 
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clouds of war thickened, So vi~ t support to India bee arne more pro

nounced~ India was looking for security ag 3inst joint pre ssu:-e of 

USA and China. "fhe stage wa:3 set for a closer r8lation. s.~rdar 9.'Jaran 

Singh, visited lvloscow fo"!:' an axchange of views with the Soviet Union. 

The joint communique issued at tLe end of tLe Indian foreign minis

ter' s lv\oscow visit significantly stated the decision of the tv:o sides 

to remain t~Xl:lllm~i~ in touch with each o"ti1er in view of "the serio:Js 

-ness of the situation". It also called for "immediate measur~s 

should be taken in West Pakistan for the stoppage of refugees and 

for their earliest return home under conditions of security". 

The Gove-rnment of India, undi3r the courageous and wise 

leadership of Indira Gandhi, decided that for safeguarding India's 

security and P'?ace in the sub-continent in the: pre'Jailing circumstan

ces, it was desirable to forge still closer ties with the Soviet 

Union. 

In August, the :Soviet fore i~n minister .~~,ndre i Gromyke 

c rJme to New Delr.i and was given protoc al bre 2king v:e lcome. The 

Prime Minister ho">ted u dinner for him, a cl~·ar indicntion tr at the 

visit v.;~s being upstagedo The reason became obvio!Js soon thereafter. 

Gromyko signed with Indian foreign minister S.varan Singh a treaty of 

peace, friendship and cooperation, the first of its kind that India 

had signed. 

The treaty lent c new dimension tc the Indo- Soviet 

relationship wherein Soviet backing came to be crucial for warding 

off the most serious threat to India's integrity and socio-economic 
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policy. For the first time So\Jiet friendship's bearing on the funda

mental national interests of India seeped down in mass consciousness. 

No ideological justifications were needed. 

&>viet backing of New Delhi's position on Bangladesh 

was of critical importance for India, confronted as it was with the 

combined opposition of US!l. and China v1ho along with Pakistan were 

striving to evolve a new equation in ~sia for themselves~ It has 

been suggested by mar:y commentators that Moscow was actually buying 

moderation through the treaty and through general support to India, 

rather than encouraging India to act hastily in resolving the crisis 

created by the Pakistani-ruling circ1es. 

Henceforth, Indo- Soviet friendship accuired a nev: 

thrust and enriehed itself as an impo:-tant factor in internationol 

life. .!!...s Gromyko put it "from til<:! time the treaty has been signed 

only a few days bave pas sed, but tr1e thread 5 of thi 5 treaty have en-

tered into the fabric of international relc:,tions as an important sub

ject. No one, henceforth, can make his policy into accoun~ this 
( 22) 

treaty. 

The Indo- Soviet Tr::: aty, contracted for a period of 

twenty yr~ars., has a praamble and twelve articles~ Two articles 

(XI-XII) are related to procer:1ural matters. The first four articles 

and the pre amble deal with general matters of mutual and intern at ion al 

importance. Articles VI refers to economic coopeTation and artic}e 

VII is related to the expansion of cultural iie s tklll b-::?tween the two 

signatories. 
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Under article IV, Ind_ia has expressed respect f.or 

the peace-loving policy of the Soviet Union and the l at te r for 

India's policy of non-Alignment, reaffirming that "t;·,is policy 

constitutes an important factor in tr.e maintenance of universal 

peace and international security and in U:e lessening of tensions 

in the world o 

Articles VIII to X deal with cooperation between the 

two countries in the fields of defence and· security. Under r,rticle 

VIII, each of the two countries binds itself not tc enter or parti-

cipate in any military a1Jic:1nce directed against the other party, 

to abstain from any aggression against the other party and to pre

vent the use of its territory for the commission of any act which 

might inflict military damage on the other partyo Article IX binds 

each party to abstain. from providing any assistance to any third 

party that neg ages in armed conflict with the other party. It 
0 

further provides that in the event of either country being :s~~~e~ta 

subjected to an attack on threat thereof, both the countries, ~:&~~ 

"shall irrunediately enter into mutual consultations in order to 

remove such threat and to take appropriate effective measure to 

ensure peace and the security of their countri2s".. Under Article 

X, each country solemnly decl2res that it shall not enter into any 

obligation, secret or public with one or mor~ states, which may be 

inco~atible with the treuty or cause mi~itary damage tc tr_e other 

country. 

Article XI provides that the ouration of tLe treaty 

will be 20 years. It will be automatically 2 xte nded to e.ach 
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·successive period of five years unless either party declares its 

desire to terminate it by giving notice to the other party tv..relve 
--

months prior to the expiry of the treaty. 1\rticle XII, the lost 

!article, proviees that if ever any difference arises regarding the 

interpretation of any part of the treaty, it will be settled bila

terally by peaceful means in a spirit of mutual respect and under

standingo 

"There are momentous events in relc:tions between 

states~~ - remarked Groq~yko at the signing- ceremony, "which coiTe as 

fruits of dozens of years prepared by the previous development of 

-these relations. The treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation 

which has just been signed is one such mcist irr~orta0t land mark for 

the Soviet Union and India". ~eaking in the Lok Sabha on the same 

day 9 9Naran Singh-describe it as 11 a treaty ~f peace against war" and 
0 

observes:- The treaty will, V.Je are convinced,· provide a stabi1ising 

factor in favour of peace, security and d~:Jeloprnent not only. of our 
. ( 23) 

two countries, but the region as a whole'·' •· 

There is no truth in the corl;tention that the Indm-
·-:-: 

Soviet treaty debarred India from taking ·an· independent stand in the 

field of foreign policyo Various foreign policy decisions of the 

Government of India in the QOst treaty period speak elequently of its 

'independent courseo India has consistently worked for the aim of 

making the Indian ocean a Zone of peace. It is the US which has 

sabotaged -t;hese efforts. _The 2oviet.s have never sought base facili

ties from India, as a alleged .bY. ·the critics ·of the Treaty. India 

has not signed_the Nuclear Nqn-proliferation treaty, which enjoy the 
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strong support of the Soviets. Contrary to the apprehensions of the 

detractors of th~ treaty, Indie successfully experimented a nuclear 

device for peaceful purposes., 

During the state visit of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 

to Moscow, (27th.to 29th september) the Indian and Soviet leaders 

got a better opportunity to discuss the complex problems arising out 

of the East Pakistan's crisis. ~eaking at a luncheen in the Krem

lin in honour of the Indian prime Minister, '-\lexei Kosygin decl.3red~ 

"To ease the sl.tuation it is necessary above all, that an opporhmi

ty is given to the refugees of returning home, that the Pakistani 

authorities give them full guarantee that they will not be persecu

ted~ and that they \'IFill have an opportunity of living and working 
(24) . 

peacefully in East Pakistan". In her reply to the aforesaid 

banquet speech of the Soviet Premier, Indira G ''ndhi allayed all 

types of misapprehensions regarding the Indo-Soviet Treaty in vari

ous quarters and expressed her full satisfaction with Soviet under

standing of the grim tragedy in East Pakistan.. Mrs. Gandhi regre-
o 

tted that the growing agony of the people of East Bengal did not 

seem to have moved many governments, which appeared to have ignored 

the real threat to peace and stability in Asia. She termed the 

Indo-Pak dispute an on international probl,::!m and observed that Indo

Soviet cooperation was ttnot mere 1 y an arrangement between the 

government's", but "a coming together of the two gr~at and frinedly 

t . " coun r~e s • Referring to India's fire determination fvr the mainta-

nence of peace, Mrs. Gandhi stressed, 11 the se.3rch for pc:ace calls 

for determined effort, peace can not be attained by waiting and 
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litp.tiH<!J hoping, but through action and pe rse ve ranee a. 

, On October 1, 1971 President Podgorny arrived in 

New Delhi on a visit on rotAte to the Democratic Republic of Viet

nam. Soon after his arrival, the SCbviet pras;ident called on the 

president of India, Mr~ V-. v. Giri who returned the call .. Later, 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi called on. the Sovie:t President and exchanged 

views on questions of Soviet-Indian relations and on important 

inta rnational issues. The Soviet. leader referred to the legi ti-

mate rights and interests of the people in that region and offer

ed full Soviet cooperation to any such solution within th~ existing 

Indo- Soviet relations. 

By the middle of October, Indian and ?akistani for

ces faced each other all along the border both in the West and the 

Easto While the united states sponsed a proposal to station UN 

observers all along the border, with the main purpose of stopping 

Indian assistance to the Mukti Bahini and providing security to 

the Pakistani military rec~ime in Banglaeesh, the Sovi,3t news Agency 

TASS declared in the course of a stateroont issued on October 15, 

!971.: "It is clear that relaxation of the tension depends, above 
0 

all 11 on the settlement of the problem of East Pakistan with due 

account for the inalienable ri.~hts and legitimate int·arests of its 
(25) 

people". 

On October 22, 1971 Deputy Foreign Minister of the 

US~, N .. P. Firyubin, arrived in New Delhi for joint consultations 

with the ministry of external affairs on question of mutual inter-
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est. He expressed his f~Jll agre-ement·v.rith India's assessment of a 

threat of at:tack from the side of Pakistan.. This was follmved by 

the arrival in New Delhi of the commander-in-Chief of the S:Jviet ·~ir 

force, Air. Marshal P. S. Kuttaker, on October 30.. In the beginning 

of November Vo Kudryavtsev, General Secretary of the international 

relations committee of the USSR. supreme Soviet, visited India. He 

reportedly observed that the crisis in East Pakistan was a libera

tion struggle with elements of a ciiil war .. 

Incensed by the rapid advance of the Mukti Bahini 

inside Bangladesh and drawing encouragement from :\merican and 

Chinese· attitudes, Pakistan bombed several Indian airfields simul-

taneously at about 6 P.M. on Pecember 3~ 1971 and followed this up 

·by a declaration. of. war against India. India, of course, took the 

challenge and a general war between the two countries started. 

On 3, December in a hurriedly summoned secret meeting 

of the WS.~ (Washington ~)ecial Ll.ction ~roup) in the situation Room 

of the White House P which was attended by the top officials of the 

CIA, department of State and Df-J fence and chairman of the joint 

chiefs of staff,· Kissinger disclosed that he was "getting hell ~,gen~':rv 

every half- hour from the president "that the USA was "not being 

taugh enough on India". He expressed the president's desire "to 

tilt in favour of Pakistan 11
• '\t the meeting of 'the United N;)tions 

Security Council on D.ecember 4, when the US delegate held India 

responsible for tl~ out break of the war, sponsored a resolution 

calling for immediate cease-fire and f.::;r withdrawal of forces, and 

wanted that it be voted upon immediately. The .5:>viet delegate Yakov 
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Malik, s-trongly pleaded for a representative of Bangladesh being 

heard by the. council. ~eaking later on the resolution sponsored by 

:the United States, he squ3rely put the responsibility for tLe con-

fli"ct in B ~nglade sh on the policies and actions of the Government of 

Pakistan. 

China's reaction was similar to that of the US.<\. On 

4 December, itself, acting foreign minister Chipeng-Fei outrightly· 
( 26) 

condemned. India for her "armed aggression ag ain:3t P aki stan .. 11 

The Soviet Union stoutly up hold this stand in all 

~ubse quent r discussions in the United Nations, as will be cl,~ ar from 

a perusal of. the speeches of its rdpresentative, Yakov Malik, in the 

Security Council on December 4, 5 and 65 When the United States and 

China turned a deaf ear to his arquments and pressed on with their 

resolutions the Soviet Union foiled their g arne by vetoing their two 

successive resolutions on December 5o Th,Parted in the Security Coun-

cil, the United Stat·=s took the issue to the General .t\ssembly9 in 

spite of the opposition of the 3oyiet Union.. In the de bate which 

took place there on December 7, the Soviet representAtive reiterated 

his position and strongly opposed the resolution supported by the 

United States and China, which called for a ce c.:se fire and for wi tr~

drawal· of forces.. The S,vie t representative moved a resolution of 

his own calling for both cease fire and political settlement in East 

Bengal. When the matter again can~e up in tr~e security council on 

aecember 12, the Soviet Union continued taking its principled stand. 

On that day and on the following days the 2ovie t repre sentatl.ve spoke 

several times stating his point of view. He o~)ain vetoed on US 
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backed resolution, thus finally foiling the lEttter' s design of using 

the security Council against the interests of India .. 

1;\'hile the struggle in the United Nations was qoing 

on, the United State took other steps to thr<:atened India. She 

declared the suspension of economic aid· to India and ordered a task 

force of its. seventh fleet, headed oy the nuclear powe-red aircraft 

carrier, USS Enterprise, to move towards the Day of Ben(1.alr;l Simulta

neously, the presence of a &>viet fleet in tLe are a proved to be 

a deterrent tc. the aggressive moves on the US. As the threat of 

widening of tLe iRaici India-Pakistan conflict increased, ste·p s were 

taken to ensure the continuation· of high-level consultations between 
0 

Indian and S::lviet Governments.,· D. P .. Dhar, Chairman of the policy 

planning Committee of the Indian Ministry of External t\ffairs, who 

had played a key role in the negotiations leading to the signing of 

the Indo- Soviet; Treaty, flew to lv'1oscow and the first Deputy Foreign 

lvlinister of the &:>viet Union, Kuznetsov, arrived in New Delhio 

The cool and determined leadership of Indira Gandhi, 

backed by the unflinching devotion of tr.e Indi.:m arrned forces and by 

the United will of Indian people, saw the country through tLe cri-

siso On December 6, she announced the Govern111ent of India's form21l 

recognition of the people 1 s Republic of Banglacie sb.. While the U SS 

E.nte rprise was continuing to proceed toward,s Bangladesh, tb.e Indian 

and Bangladesh armed forces closed' in on Dr-jcca from all sides and 

the Pakistani forces surrendered to them on December 16~ The nev.r 

sovereign Nation of Bangladesh was nm'.' a reality anr~ tr:e refugees 
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could safely return home in dignity and honour as stipulc:ted by 

India and the &:>viet Union. H~ving no desire unnecessarily to pro-

long the war or to destroy West Pakistan, the Government of India, 

within hours of the surrender of the West Pakistani forces in B"'ng-

ladesh, announced an unilateral cease-fire on tr,e Western front 

which with Pakistan's acceptance, becan~ effective from December 

17, even after the cease-fire, the Soviet Unicn die:! not lot•.Br its 

guard and continued to support India in her efforts to safe guard 

peace in the 5.Jb-c6ntinent. 

On January 25, 1972, the Soviet Union recognised 
. 

Bangladesh., .1\t the same time, the USSR. has made it clear ~hat she 

'does not harbour any enemity towards Pakistan and would like the 

latter to live in peace and cooperation with its neighboursQ The 

USSR is opposed to any external interference in the affairs of the 

Indian sub-continent and wants its countries to sort out their 

differences among themselves, on the basis of the recognition of 

the existing political realities. This was form~lly affirmed in 

the joint Indo- Soviet statement issued in Moscow on A.pril 6, 1972 
( 27) 

at the end of the ·visit of FOJreign Minister Stvaran Singh. 

The Indo-Soviev treaty has, thus fully vindicated 

its role as a· pillar or' peace in South ll.siao It has rn,:Jde a signi-

ficant contribution towards the end of tyranny and oppression in 

Balgladesh and the emergence of a new naticjn- the eighth larr;,est 

in the World.· .l\t lhhe sametime, it has also helped to plc.ce severe 

limits on the role of certain powers in the sub-continent, there 

being the very powers which have been interested in putting one 
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Nevertheless, it was·in this period that the forces 

of cold war, t~nsion and aggression had been pushed back. The inter 

-national situation had taken a turn from cold war to detents, from 

confrontation tp co-operation. The climate of detene, which re sul

ted from the principles of peaceful co-existence and international 

co-operation enabled India to further strengthen its relations with 

the socialist countries, particularly with the Soviet Union, and 

continue her efforts to become self-reliant. 

L. I. Brezhnevs visit to India on 26-30 November 

1973 was an important land mark in Indo-· &>viet relations.. In the 

course of his' visit among the important documents 'wvhich were signed 

bet~een the two countries were ; an agreement on the further deve

lopment of economic and trade- co-ope rtion between the two countries 

and a precocal which mappedout a series of concrete steps to lbe 

taken for the implementation of this agreement. In a public meeting 

at the Redfort on 'Z7 November, Brezhnev stressed that "we will stay 

togetr.er with you in day's of joy and in day's of trials", Mrs. 

Gandhi responded by saying that "heeding the voice of a friend in 

distress or danger and sympathising with and helping him on such an 
. ~ 

occasion is the measure of friendship. You have done this not once 

but many a time oooo .. uu.The sympathy and help we received from you 
. (28) 

during the last two or three years are most fresh in our memory". 

Mrs. Gandhi's attitude towards the .&>viet Union was 

certainly motivated by compelling needs ·of India, and if good rela-
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tionship is now well established and maintained, it is because of 

the reciprocal attitude of the top political leaders of both coun

tries who are conscious of the need ~xx to make IndLJ stronger. The 

Soviets want to see India grow stronger, and on her part Mrs" 

Gandhi too wanted a strong and stable Indi3.. This r~lationship 

has occupied a pr~minent position in the foreign policy of both 

the countries and is acquiring greater importance with eve~y pas~ 

ing year. 

~e aking at the 25th congress of the CP SJ (February 

1976) President Brezhnev asserted that our relation's "ar.e conti-

nuing to expand. In both our countries S..'"Jviet - Indi3n friendship 

has become a deep rooted popular tradition. ~s a ra s·.1lt of :t~i!x 

the recent negotiations in Delhi with Prime Minister Indira GAnd~i 

and other Indian leaders, the antire range of Soviet-Indi3n rel3-

t ions has advanced subst anti ally further. Joint action with peace

ful and independant India will continue t:J be one ::::> f the important 
( 29) 

are as of Soviet foreign policy". 

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi visited u.oscm•t on 8-13 

June 1976. In a dinner speech at the presidium of tha Supr~me 

Soviet of the USSR~ Brezhnev focussed his attention on three 

points- on his earlier proposal of collective security in /\sia, 

the issue of Indian ocean and the internal situation in India. 

Indira Gandhi observed that Asia was in urgent need 

of an atmosphera of sympathy end cooperation.. ll.ppreciation the 

Soviet de si:-e for friendly r~ 1 ations among countrie.s of fisi a based 
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on peaceful cooperation, mutual understanding and good-neighourly 
' 

relations, ~he stated that "the Soviet Union was not on~y::~great 

power but a po'Arer with a large Asian contingent'vo nBoth of our 

countries therefore share an interest in strengthening stability 

and harmony· in 1\sia, "she declared o She said that the Indian 

people valued the understanding shown to India by the &>viet leade!'

ship in the most difficult moments. Indira Gandhi's visit to Moscow 

took place at a time when New D.elhi was trying to mend fences with 

peking after resto.ring ambassadorial relations witb China. A.t lbhe 

time ·of her visit to the &>viet CapitalS> the climate of detente had 

pervaded Soviet relations with Europe and the U.SQ Sino-.1\merican 

~~~~5d~~li:i relations had reached ari all tim·~ high. Soviet relations 

with Washington had also tremendously improved.. This visit enabled 

Mrs. Gandhi to express her views on some import.3nt matters in which 
. . ( 30>) 

India was vitally interested. Examined in the light of the bila-
1 

I 

teral negotiations held in Moscow on matters of mutual int·3rest and 

on several important international iss1,.1es, Indira Gandhi 1 s Moscow 

visit was a remarkabl13 success. The USSR. re-affirmed her suooort · 
i • • ' 

to ·the principle of non- alignement in the joimt communique o It was 

a befitting g,esture to the forth coming non-aligned summit at 

Colombo.. The choice of Moscow, for the Indian Prime Minist•3r' s first 

visit abroad after the preclarnation of emergency in the country was 

a s~gn of closer ties between these two countries. 



· n-IE SJVIET UNION AND THE NE\-V GOVERt'JM~T IN INOlA 

The. Jan at a Party came to power in March 1977 after 

the Sixth Lok Sabha Election which. reduced the Congress Party led 

by Indira Gandhi to a minority for the first time since indepen-

dence, This created an entirely New situation because it opened 

up a nev.r phase in Indiat s post independence political system. But 
. i 

shrewed and. sophisticated as the Soviet experts on India are they 

kept their ;opinions open. 

The manifesto of the janata Party 1Nas ncommitted 

to :genuine non- alignment free from attachment to any power block". 

In the election campaign, the different constituent units of the 

J an.ata Party alleged "definite foreign interference" during mx: 

eroorgency. The president of the J~nata Party, Morarji Desai had 
' 

openly criticised the Indo- Soviet Treaty in his election campaign 

and declared that if his pa1rty come to power, the treaty •.vill auto

. mati,cally go.· A.tal Behari Vajpayee had also expressed similar 

views in an election meeting on 4 March. On 25 Ii1arch, Izvestia 

published in detail the Bio-data of Morarji Desai, the New Prime 

Minister. Reference to Desai's participation in the non-coopera-

tion movement 9 his role in the freedom struggle and association 

with Mahatma Gandhi and his later ~olitical caraar was made. On 

the same day S:Jviet Prime Minister Kosygin sent a telegram of 

Congratulations to Morarji Desai. He expressed the confidence 

that "the traditional relations of friendship and all round coope

ration between the Sovi•3t Union and India vJOuld further strengthen 
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and develop in the interest of the peoples of both these countries, 

the cause of strengthening peace and internatlbonal security. In 

his reply to prime minister Kosygin con~ratual2tory message,Desai 
'1. 

wrote, 11 I share your conviction that the re latiions of traditional 

friendship and cooperation between our two countries will continue 
. .0 

to flourish in the interests of our peoples, international peace 

and understanding" - The Indo- Soviet relations during the Janata 

phase thus started on a happy note. Expressing his gratitude for 

congrat.ulations received from Soviet FoiO'eign Minister Gromyko, 

Va.1payee the Foreign Minister of India expressed the hope that 

India's traditional relations of friendly cooperation with the 

Soviet Union would further develop for mutual understanding and 
( 31) 

international peace. 

It was in this atmosphere of mutual good-'Nill and 

understanding that Soviet foreign minister Gromykovs visit to New 

Delhi took pla,ce on 25 April o Gromyko was the first diqni tarv of 

any foreign country to visit New Delhi after the advent of Janata 

to Power. Gromyko 9 s visit to New Delhi lUIX>'JD:t aug red well for the 

furtherance of relations between India and the Us~ • 

..... 
On 21-27 .October 1977 Prime Ministe-r Desai visited 

the Soviet Union. In the joint declaration by Prime Minister Desai 

and L.I. Brezhnev, President of the SJpre~zy3 Soviet of the USSR, both 

sir:ie s expressed "their satisfaction with the development of the 

re.lations of traditional friendship and cooperation betVtJeen India 

and bhe USSR in the s~irit of Treaty of peace, friendship and co-
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( 32) 
operation oo ...... which reliably serves the interests of Indiao 11 

Prime Minister Desai remarked that their J:-elationship was not based 

either on personalities or on ideologies but on the foundation of 

equality. He acltnowledged with gratitude the consistent support 

extended by the Soviet Union to India on questions of vital concarn 

to her9 Soviet economic assistance to India helped her to advance 

towards economic self-reliance~> Indo- Soviet relations had stood the 

test of ·time, he added. 

Another significant development which took place during 

the three-year rule of the non-congra ss ( 1) Gow-rnment at the Centre 

was that in March, 1979, Soviet pl.""emier Kosygin visited IndL~o i\s a 

result of this visit a long te~ programme for economic, trade and 

scientific and technical cooperation for lG-15 years along with a 

number of other agreements was sign~d. 

n-IE RETURN OF MRS. SIINOHI 

In January 1980 the wotld's largest democratic elec

tions returned Mrs~ Indira Gandhi to the position of P ri~ Mini st\~r 

of India by as •ax decisive a vote as that which had swept her out ~xf 

of p~wer in March 1977 ~ When Indira G endhi l"'Etturned -to powi:H in 

January l9BOf the international situation was turbulento The goveern

ment of India under the leadership bf Indira Gandhi took a more rea

listic stand on Soviet action in :\fghasistan"' The position India 

whould take in the United nations General 7\ssernbl y de bate on the 

subject, was seplout in Nnaassador Brij,~sh Mishra' s brief speech of 
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10 January l980o India stood out as the only major Asian non

alignment state which did not condemn the Soviet Union~ and which 

apparently accepted as sincere Soviet assurances of its intent to 

move out troops when ever asked to do so by the Afghan Government 

of Babrak Karmal. 

Despite abundant evidence of strain and differences 

of opinion between New Delhi and Moscow on the subject of Afghanis

tan in 1980-81, the Soviet Union remained a control priority in 
( 33) 

Indira Gandhi's foreign policy. Mrs" 3 andhi had to carry a 

united non-aligned movement with her positione And it was. obvious 

that both India and the USffi viewed the Afghan situation from their 

own angles and point of view. Naturally therefore they came to 

have some differing perceptions of this issue• But in spite of 

their varying approaches to a conmon problem, both of these coun

tries agreed to the point that complete military disengagement in 

Afghanisatan from all the aides was an essential prelude to a 

negotiated political settlement which could be arrived at through 

collective efforts on regional basisa 

Soviet foreign Minister Gromyko visited New Delhi 

12-14 February 1980 with a view to appraising the Indian leaders 

of Moscow's stand on the Afghan issue and enlisting New Delhi's 

support for diffusing the crisis~ Mr. G:romyko justified Moscow• s 

action in ~fghanistan on the ground of its obligations under the 

Soviet-~fghane Treaty of 1978~ He paid rich tributes to India 

for her peace loving policy. He called for evolving a common 

Indo-Soviet approach against Sino-Pak-US collusion in his part of 
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India's stand on Soviet action in Afghanistan was 

reiterated on several occasions by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 

herself. In an interview published in a Jl•~ Paris daily on 3 March, 

and reported by the Indian prass, she said that at a moment when 

the national intera sts of the Soviet Union were "at stake" &nd 

when the Afghan rebels wera being armed by West-backed pakistan, 

the Soviets did not have any other alternative than to intervence. 

"One of the real reasons for the crisis is the rapporoachment 

between China and the US against the Soviet Union which feels en-
( 34) 

circled" - Mrs. Gandhi added. 

The Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev's visit to 

India on 8-lt Decembrr 1980 offend opportunities to the leaders 

of both the countries for direct talks on matters of bilateral 

importance·~ Mrs. Gandhi in her remarks at a civ~c ~ception acco~ 

ded the Leonid Brezhnev in. Delhi on December 9~ 1960~ She said: 

"Indo-- Soviet friendship is not aimed against any other country~ 

It is of equal iq>ortanee to both India and the Soviet Union;;; Nei

ther country has ever so\Jght to impose its perceptions on the other .. 
( 35) 

Yet our agreement on vital issues outseighs divargenceo" At the 

banquet speech, Brezhnev paid glowing tril:l~tes to the leadership of 

Indira Gandhi •the outstanding political and State figure of con

te~orary Asia," and observed .. that his country attached paramount 

importance to relations with India~ "India and the Soviet Union 

have remained friends in good times and in oddp in rain and in 
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In ~ptember 1982, the Indo- Soviet relations ~re 

further strengthened and as External affairs Minister PoV:.O Narasim

ha Rao said "a forward movement" in the overall relations between 

the two countries had taken place~ He visited the SOviet Union on 

the eve 9f Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's visit to the USSR to 

attend the Seventh session of the Indo- Soviet joint commi.ssion4) 

0uring this visit bilateral trade relations between the countries 

5 ince beginning of the year wera reviewed! and steps outlined to 

ensure steady growth rate for the remainder of the year. 

This is itself is a clear manifestation of the fact 
0 

that on all major issues of international importance, India and the 

Soviet Union have not only identical viaws but also offer almost 

identical solutions. This naturally reinforces the conclusion that 

IndO>- 9Jv1et friendship has now acq•.Jired an international signifi

cance and is no more confined to the field of bilateral relations 

and bilateral co-operation~ 

Mrs·• Gandhi made her last official visit to the 

uS~ on Septembez 20, 1982, for about a we ako There were bril!lf 

visits later for the funerals of Brezhnev and A.ndreopov during 

which she had very little official talks with the &>viet Union• s 

Le aderso But the 1962 visit was the most ill'portant one during her 

second term; It literally lifted the Indo- Soviet fri~mdship from 

the earth to the heights of the outer space~ 

Prinle Minister of India Mrs. Indira Gandhi arrived 
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in Moscow on 20 September 19S2o At the Vnukovo airport she was wel

comed at tr.e foot of the gangway by Leonid Brezhnov GeneJral imr:ntElF 

secretary of the CP 9J Central Committee, President of the pre sidum 

of the USSR Supreme ~viet, Nikolai Tikhnov member of tbe pollcial 

Bureau of the CPSJ Central Comrni ttee, Chairman of the Council of 

Ministwrs of the USSR, Andrei Gromyko, msmear of the political 

Bureau of the CPSJ Central Conrnittee, foreign Minister of the IJSffi 

and other •••• e. The presidium of the USSR supreme Soviet and the 

Government of the USSR gave a dinner in honour of Mrs. Indira 

Gandhio Leonid Brezhnov and Mrs~ Indira Gandhi exchanged speeches 
( 37) 

at the dinne-r. 

The visit of the PrinWJ .Minister of India made a 

further contribution to the widenir1g of the entire range of rel~ 

tionship between the USSl and India to the deepending of their 

mutual understanding and cooperation, and to the safeguarding of 

international peace and security. Mrs~ Indira Gandhi's visit also 

strengthened mutual trust between the leaders of the USSR and India 

and the ties of close friendship between their peoples which consti

tutes their principles asset~ 

The joint Soviet-Indian Declarat;i.on siqned in Moscow 
. ;.~\l 

by Leonlbd Brezhnov and Mrs. Indira Gandhi States : 11The two sides 

reaffirm that the treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation con

cluded between them is a symbol of the traditional friendship bet~ 

een tt~ USSR and India of their commitment to international peace 

and detente". 
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Mrs~ Indira Gandhi's visit to the USSR turned into a 

magnificent demonstration of friendship bet~en the Soviet and In

dian peoples. It emphasised the indi visibility of the common inter

est s and objectives of the socialist world and the developing coun

tries. 

athe Sbviet Union will continue to pursue its Leonin

ist foreign policy aiming at developing cooperation With the newly 

-freed countries, at strengthening the unity of world socialism and 

national liberation movement" ~ Pravda said in an editorial article 

on the successful outcome of Mrs. Indira Gandhi's vEsit to the 
( 38) 

USSR<» 

Brezhnev died few weeks after Mrse Gandhi's visit to 

M0£cow. Yuri Andropov took over as General Secretary of the CP SJ on 

13' November 1982. After taking part in th<e tuneral of the departed 

leader, the Indian Prine Minister held brief t-alks with Andrepov. 

she hoped that the new leader shall continue the policy of peace and 

helping friends. Yuri Andropov assured to continue the course char

tered by the late president and accepted the Prime Minister's invita

tion to visit India. 

India received considerable Soviet attention even 

during the very short period of Andropov's stewardship$ Red SX3f 

star paid tribute to New Delhi for its successful foreign policy and 

greater India on the eve of the Seventh Non-aligned summit which was 
f 

to be held in New Delhi from 7 to 11 March 1983~ 

Yuri Andropov died on 10 February 1984. In his talk~ 
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with Indira Gandhi held in Kremlin on 14 February, Konstantin 

Chernenko, the newly elected Gere ral Secretary of the CPSU, assured 

her that the Soviet leadership would furtr.er strenthen and develop 

all round relations with friendly India. He sought close cooperation 

with New Delhi with a view to lessening International tensidn and 
( 39) 

ensuring world peace9 

What is of reasuring significance in the current •x* 

~~exi~B explosive world situation is that Prima Minister Indira 

Gandhi has again and again voiced Indiaijs concern over the deterio

ration of the international situation and the growing threat of 

thermo-nuclear war. In her Keynote address at the New Delh~ 1 s non= 
I 

aligned summit~ She reiterated that India would do ev~rything in 

her power to revive the spirit of detente, bring about real disax

mament9 secure dismantling of the Foreign Military base$ in the 

Indian ocean and make it a Zome of peace~ The stand of the &>viet 

Union is almost similar. Though worded in her own style, she ex

pressed the. voice of the billions and billions of peace - loving 

people all over the globe including those of the socialist count:r-ie s .. 

The Prime Minister on various occasions has been 

emphasizing that the Soviet Union's consistent stand on racialism and 

colonialism has brought it closer to India. nThe question is not 

of out voting with the Soviet Union so much as the Soviet Union 

voting with tr~ countries of Asia and Africa and supporting freedom 

movements and struggle against colonialism," She said in a speech 

on May 'E, 1981 •. It is in the light of this multifaced foreign 
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policy of India based on non- ~lignment and peaceful cO-existence that 

India 8 s relations with the Soviet Union, as they are evolving in the 

early·eighties, need to be examined and this relations are steadily 

growing because of theceep roots which they have struck9 They are 

~aching a new level of maturity because these relations have ena

bled India to consolidate add strengthen her independence and have 

made a valuable contribution in making herself reliant. 

"We are gratified with and proud of our frienfiship 

with the Soviet Union. It is a time-tested friendship and has been 

of much help to us in our times of difficulty" - declared Indira 

Gandhi in the same speech. S1e articulated similar sentiments when 

she visited the Soviet Union in the end of 1982.. Indo- .:bvie t friend-

ship was remained in a strong basis till Indira Gandhi • s death on 

31st October, 1984. 
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sa::Tict.J ... III 

JNOO - 3:JVIET CCXJPERATION INDIRA G.tmDHI EM 

When India launched the fourth five-year plan the 

first plan in the post Nehru period, to make India self-reli&nt, a 

new Indor,SJviet aid agreement was signedv This agl'$ement stipula

ted a substantial part of the fourth plan industrial development pro

gramme in the public sector firms. The additional SOviet credit of 

300 million roubles (equal to about Rsv 250 crores) took care of the 

foreign exchang·e requirements of a dozen important project~, inclu-

ding the ·expansion of the Bhilai Steel Plant, entire crude oil 

exploration and production programme of the oil and natural Goa 

commission and a number of other projectsQ Besides this credit of 

300 million roubles, India also was entitled under the agreement 
Q 

to use unspent portion of the earlier Soviet credits during the 

fourth plan. This included, for instance, 200 million rouble cre

dit for the Bokaro project and the spill over of about 200 million 

roublas from the second and the third plan credits. Taking all 

these forms of assistance together, the total flour of the Soviet 

goods in to the Indian economy on credit under this agreement added 

upto 900 million roubles. It is this public sector, build with th~ 

Soviet assistance in the 1 ate sixties and the early seventies, 

which has enabled the country to become economically more indepen

dent and self reliant. 

Soviet assistance to India has been significant in 

the fields of steel~ non- ferrous metals, oil and oil refining, coal, 
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power generation, heavy mechinery (three major plants) pharmaceuti

cals instruments, communications and others, not to speak of its 

assistance in the frontier araas &ike space and nucl~ar energy. Thus, 

the USSR provided a firm foundation for India's industrialisation. It 

helped the growth of a powerful public sector; in turn the public 

sector helped the growth of the private sector. 

While continuing its policy of helping India develop 

key sectors of its industry, the SOviet Union, in the years following 

the Tashkent Agreement, also began to help her in disposing of the 

products of such industries by placing bulk orders for the~, e@go ·for 

steel in 1967 and for surgical instruments in 1970~ · The Trade agrea '~" 

ment of 1970 has added a new dimension,to Indo-Soviet economic coo

peration by providing, through article·;.. II, for a cocrrdinated effort 

for increasing industrial production in the two countries in certain 

selected sectors, taking into account their mutual requirementso The 

aim is to open up new avenues of trade bet~~en the two countries~ 

Article- XII of the above menticl9ed agreement adds yet another dirren

sion to Indo-Soviet economic cooperation by providing for joint veo-

turers in third countries1 both for expansion of trade and for sett
\ 1) 

ing up of new industries. 
" 

. Indo- Soviet relations, resting solidly en the Tr~aty 

of peace, friendship and cooperation of 1971, covers nearly all areas 

0 f life; economy, trade, technology, education, culture, ~·» space 

research, defence, sports and the likeo These relations have bloss

omed into a unique friendship and cooperation between the two coun

tries of different systems providing a classic example of peaceful 



co-existence to be followed as a model by other countria s e specially 

in the strife torn world of today. These relations also illustrate 

strikingly the qualitatively different character of the relations of 

the Uss:l, a big world power, with a developing Third-World country. 

This is especially seen, in all its totality, in the 

most important field of Indo- Soviet relationso The field of eco

nomic cooperation between the two countries. It is a well known fact 

that India has received from the US~ genuine help and assistance -~n 

the vital area of industrialisation, espec~ally in the setting up 

of heavy industry in the state sector. India today ranks among the 

10 top industrialised countries of the world. Over 70 industrial 

and other projects have been built of are under construction in 

India with Soviet assistance and more than 50 have been put into 

operations. Of these, six are in metallurgy, 10 in coal and mining, 

11 in ail, 16 in machine building, 10 in power, Six in agri9ulture, 

and 10 in education and science u •••• , •• By the· end of 19~81, 

Soviet aided projects had preduced 48 million tonnes of pig iron, 

40 million tonnes of steel and mare than 30 million tonnes of rolled 

iron; 70 million tonnes of oil were drilled; about 430~000 tonnes 

of metallurgical and other machinery for heavy industry was produced, 

as well as 270 thousand tonnes of machinery for mining shafts and 

J3S~:t' stations. worth more than 280 crore rupees, plus a large quan-
(2) 

. ti ty of drugs and pharmaceutical preparations, instruments set<i 

The signing of the Treaty created objective precon

ditions for more stable economic cooperation of a planned w~t~~~~ 

nature; between the USffi and India and for the implementation of 
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bilateral long term agreements and programme So The first agreement 

of this kind, Which was to be effective for 15 years, was signed in 

November 1973a It set the guidelines for long cooperation~ ~bse

quently a long term programme for economic, trade, scientific and 

Technical co-operation between the USs:\ and India was worked out and 

signed in Moscow 1979. The programme ·covers a wide spectrum of 

India's economic sectors. It has p•ayed a major role in accelera

ting the growth of this friendly country's industrial potential~» To 

promote bilateral ties an inter Governmental .&>viet-India commission 

for economic, sc~entific and technical cooperation was set· up in 

1972• The commission exercise control over the realisation of inter

governmental agreements, working programmes for cooperation, bilate

ral protocols and contracts. The commission has set up working 

groups fer the major sectors of cooperation ferrous and non-ferrous 

metallurgy, oil, coal mining and power generating industria s, trade, 

science and technology. The inter-governmental commission helds 
( 3) 

meetings alternately in Moscow and New Delhi once a year. 

0 

The share of SOviet aided projects has considerably 

increased. Figures regarding this contribution are shown in Table-1 

and Table-2 gives us the full view at a glance~ Facts and figures 

incorporated in this table indicate the annual capacities of some of 

the Soviet aided projecto 
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Table - I .. 

Production of Indo- Soviet projects (In % of total Indian produc- . 
tion) o 

steel 40 

Oil 60 

Petroleum products 30 
Refining (Projection) 53 

Electricity 15 

Coal (Projection) 41 

Heavy Electricals 58 

Heavy Industrial. Equipment so 

Antibiotics 50 

Table ... 2 

Annual Capac!ties .of Soviet-e~ided projects~ 

Steel 

Iron ore 

Oil (ONGC) 

Coal 
Oil Refining 

Power Equipment 

Power Gene:aation 
Heavy machines and mining machinery 
Aluminium 

13.5 million tonnes 

6o5 It tt 

13.0 n It 

50o0 n " 
16~6 n " 
2t~7 tt .. 

3,068 MW 
125, co:> tonne s 

lOO,COO .. 
Source : R. K.· Sharma (Edited) - Indo- Soviet Cooperation 

and India's Economic Development. 
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SALIENT FEATURES OF ·SOVIET AID 

Sbviet credits to India have been granted on longer 

terms of repayment. These are repayable over a period of 12 years 

with a grace .period of one year. Further, the repayment of Soviet 

credits begins, as a rule, only after the full delivery of supplies 

for the particular project(f Therefore, the actual repayment of cre

dits extends to more than 20 years~ including the average seven ~ar 

grace period. In April 1977, the Soviet Union extended a new~@225 

crore credit to India. T.his credit is repayable over a period of 20 

years with a grace period of three years~ 

Soviet credits to India carry a very low rate of inbrr

est (2.5 per cent per annum, compared with 3..,5 per cent to 7.5 per 

cent from Western sources)~ It may be noted here that interest is 

paid only on that portion of t~e credit which has been util~sed. 

India is not to pay interest on unutilisad portion of the credit~ 

The mode of repayment is an inportant factor making 

the problem of debt servicing oblications a complicated problem. In 
. 

so far as these loans are concerned which are repayable in rupees, 

there is no strain on the foreign exchange resources of the country~ 

In such cases, exports of Indian goods are ensured as payments for 

debt services. But in case of loans which are repayable in foreign 

currencies, the debt burden is serious not only because of the mag

nitude of the debt service payments, but also because of tr.e necess--

it y of earning foreign exchange in the world markete 

Technically speaking, grants, being free, have a grant 
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element of 100 per cento They involve no direct repayment costs of 

foreign exchange obliCJationso Grant like flows are, of course:. re

payable in local currencies, so the-y too do not involve any loss of 

foreign exchange on the part of the recipient country~ In actual 

fact, though, most grants are not free foreign exchange. The form in 

which they are given in either specified or made conditional upon a 

number of factors. 

We may distinguish between loans repayable in foreign 

currency and loans repayable in rupees. The latter are clearly more 

advantageous to India as the repayment obligations can be met with

out imposing any additional burden on the _strained fer eign exchange 

resources of the country. The advantage of Soviet loans is that they 

do not add to the balance of paymemts difficulties of a developing 

country and do not necessitate deliberate efforts on the part of the 

country to find out markets for its exportsoj) It is worth knowing 

that while most aid from the major doner countries is tied, all re

payment is in convertible currencies, which of course reduces the 

net benefits obtained through aid transfers~~ The aid received from 

the East European countries has been repayable in terms of ~»~~a~ 

rupees and does not suffer from this particular disadvantage .. 

The importance of Soviet aid is to be judged by the 

fact that while Western donors we~ not pr~pared to give aid to pub

lic sector projects, almost all Soviet aid has gone to the public 

sector. 

Soviet Economic Assistance contributes to pregressive 
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development of the state sector in our country on the basis of 

intel'-> state agreements without interfering in any way in our inter

nal affairs. Unlike Western aid, almost half of which remains i~ 

at the disposal of multinational corporations 11 the credits the USffi 

extend to India are totally at the disposal of the recipient coun

try. What is more, these credits are chiefly used to expand the 

nationalised key industries. This enables the Government of India 

to exercise strict centrol over the enti~ economy in the· interests 

of national development and of raising the standard of living of 

the people. 

For a country faced with a sevare foreign exchange 

shortage repayment in local currency is a special concession. The 

Soviet loans are more accurately described as repayment in kind, 

in simple words, the repayment of Soviet loans does not involve any 
( 5) 

fo~ign exchange. costo 

In the mid-seventies, India and Soviet Union started 

considering the proposal to have joint venturas in third countries. 

A Soviet team of exports headed by Heavy Industry Minist~r Goldin 

«XX specially came to India to identify the area where collaboration 

could be started. In these discussions it was agreed in principle 

that the collaboration would not be confined only to the Soviet 

aided units in India but would cover othe.r public Sector plants also 

where India had a substantial idle capacities" In these discussions, 

it was found that part of the equipment needed by the Soviet Union 

to set up sollk3 i~ortaltlt units in several developing countries 
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could be provided by Indiae 

This proposal was of long term importance because 

during 29 years of Indo- Soviet economic co-operation, 80 industrial 

projects by 1975 had ei tre r been completed or were being construe-

. tedo . Out of these, 55 projects has already been commissioned. Among 

other things, these projects at that stage accounted for the third 

of all steel production, one-fifth of po~~r generation, 60 percent 

of oil production and 30 percent of oil refining. This shows how 

India was rapidly becoming self-reliant as a result of·its economic 

co-operation with the Sovirt Union. .o 

Another significant development which took place du

ring the three year rule of the non-congress ( 1) Government at the 

centre was that in March, 1979, Soviet premier Kosygin visited 

India. As a result of this visit a long term programme for economic, 

trade and scientific and technical co-ope ration for lQ-15 years 

along with a n1JIDbar of other agreements, w3s signed. 

The visits of Soviet foreign minister ~drei Gromyko 

in February 1980 and of Soviet president Leonid Brezhnev in December 

of the same year, demonstrated the important place India continued 

to occupy in Soviet global politics. During this visits a number 

of agreement were signed including a trade agreement for 1981-85. 

The economic gains of the visit marked yet another important mile

stone of Indo-Soviet economic cooperation. There were three dis

tinct areas which were identified for further extension of the eco

nomic co-operation between the two-countries~ First was the energy 
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sector, one of the most importent requirements for Indias industrial 

development in the eighties. second was the new SOviet credit in 

the field of metallurgy and the third was the boost to Indo- Soviet 

Trade. 

In september 1982, external affairs minister P.V. 

Narasimah Rao visited the Soviet Union on the eve of Prime Minister 

Indira Gandhi's visit to the US~ to attend the Seventh Session of 

the Indo-Soviet joint commission. During this visit bilateral trade 

relations between the countries since beginning of the year were re

viewed and steps out lined to ensure steady growth rate for the 

remainder of the yaar. It was estimated that trade between the two 

countries -could touch a new high. Surpassing the level of 1981 whicr 

was to the tune of~. 2,500 millione Formalities regarding SOviet 

credit facilities amounting to ~. 140 million for the second stage 

of the Soviet aided ~izag steel plant were also completed. 

INDO 3:>VIET TRADE ( 1966 .... 1984) 

Today one fifth of India•s foreign trade is with the 

SOviet Union. It is the most stable and dynamic part of Indiajs 

foreign trade. And it is growing at the rate of about 15-20 per e:en, 

yearly, one of the highest rates of growth India has achieved with 

any country. 

It was in Decembe-r 1953 that the first inter govern

mental Five-year trade agreement between the two countries was 

signedQ This laid firm foundations for planned development of 
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commerce between the two countries. Since then Five year trade 

agreements have been concluded~ The Sixth was signed on December 10, 

1980j for the period 1981-1985, and the l§eventh for 1986 - 1990, is 

new under active negotiations and will be signed in 1985. 

In 1990, the volume of Indian experts to ,the USffi in

creased by 2.2 times over 1975, while, in that period, the volume of 

Soviet experts to Indian rose, by about 1.6 times only. The share 

of the Soviet market in India's exports stood at about 15 per cent 

in 1980. During 1981-1985, the trade turn over between the two coun

tries will increase by 2•5 time s9 

The Soviet Union buy's from India both traditional 

and manufactured goods. Among these, first of all, is the group of 

products which are the traditional exports of India and which because 

of natural and climatic conditions can not be produced in sufficient 

quantities in the US~. This includes tea, coffee, black pepper 

and other spices, cashewnuts, tobacco, raw leather, mica, caster 

oil, raw materials for the pharmaceutical industry, drugs jute etc. 

During the fifth long-term trade agreement ( 1976-

1980) the Soviet Union imported from India, 227~0CO tonnes of tea, 

which constituted more than 80 percent of the import of th~s commo

dity into the US~ during the loth five-year plan, lOO,OCO tonnes of 

coffee (about 50 per cent), 76,CX:.O tonnes _of cashewnuts (100 per ~t«nt 

cent) more than 90,cro tonnes of Tobacco (25 per cent), 526 million 

metres of Jute· (83 per cent), nearly 320 million Jute bags (92 per 

cent) and a large quantity of other products. 
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The USSR imports from India not only traditional items 

but also manufactured products including engineering goods. The 

number of items bought from India has increased from 20 (1954) to 

over 100 ( 1984) of these about 50 per cent are manufactured goods 

while the share of the manufactured goods in India's total exports 

is only about 30 per cent. The Soviet Union now buys from India in 

large quantities cotton yarm, woollen knitwear and hosiery, shoe 

uppers, chemicals and detergents, cosmatics, paints and dyes, handi

crafts, carpets and other consumer goods as well as raw materials for 

industry. From the 1960's the Soviet Union started to buy woollen 

knitwear from India~ Their production is new concentrated in Ludhiana 

Indian firms new produce pullevers, jumpers, ladies dresses, j ackett 

and other products for the Soviet market, presently out of the one 

million residents of Ludhiana, about 200,000 people are directly or 

indirectly employed in the knitwear industry ~nd more than 90 per oent 

of the total production is supplied to the USffi. And Soviet purchases 

have increased from a few million rupees in 1961 to over ~. 100 cro

reso Similarly, the Soviet Union has emerged as a steady customer of 

Indian readymade garments, its 1984 purchases being worth~~ 55 ere

res& Every y.ar the Soviet Union increases its purchases from India 

of different kinds of engineering preducts like garage equipment, 

traction and automobile storage batteries, polygraphic equipment, 

mechanical assembly equipment, thermo containers and boilers. In 
" 

1983 for instance, the USffi bought from India engineering goods worth 

lti. 2 billion. 

During the period 1981-85, the Soviet Union is supply
ing to India increasing quantities of crude oil and oil products, mi-
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neral fertilisers, chemical products, drugs and medical goods, non

ferrous metals, asbestes, news print and other items. Togette r with 

this, in order to ensure maximum utilisation of the advantages of the 

international division of Labour, the trade agreement envisaged in

ere ase in the experts from the US$ of machinery and equipmen-t. In the 

period 1981-1985 the USSR is also exporting to India presses, lathos 

and metal working e~uipment, mining shafts, geological instruments, 

oil drilling mechinery, construction and agricultural machinery, tn 

transport vehicles, components, equipment and raw materials for pro

jects of Soviet- Indian cooperation. It is also supplying air commu

nication facilities, spe-cial trucks, machine tools 11 foreign equiP":' 
( 6) 

ment, diesel generators, walking excavators and many other items .. 

Indo- Soviet trade has relieved us, to a very great 

extent from the acute strain on our limited foreign exchange reserves. 

For example, as compared to the Soviet supply of 3.5 million tonnes 
. u 

of Kerosene and diesel oil in 1971-75, India received from that coun-

try eight million tonne s of Kerosene and diesel oil in addition to xx 

six million tonnes of oil during 1976-80. The consequences of the 

Soviet supply of 2.5 million tonnes of crude oil and 2.25 million 

tonnes of oil products annually to India during 1981-85 will be far-
(7) . 

reaching. 

The eight Soviet credit Agreement, signed on December 

10, 1966, provided, on t~e XMX usual terms, for an advance of the 

sum of~. 2,500 million to India9 This was to be used largely for 

the construction of an aluminium smelter with an annual capacity of 
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100,00 tonne,s, for the eXJ"ansion of the annual capacity of the Bhilai 

Iron and S~eel Plant f~m 2.5 million tonnes to 3e2 million tonnes, 

for the development of Oalli iron one mines with. an· annual c apat:tty 

of 2.5 millio~ tonnes, for the construction of a number of quarries 

to extract eookin9 coal and for providing technical know--how in a 
. ( 8) . 

number of fields. 

While continuing its policy of helping India develop 

key sectors of its industry,· the Soviet Union, in the years following 

the Tashkent Agreement, also began to help her in disposing of the 

prOducts of such industries by placing bulk orde-rs for th~m, e.g. 

for steel in il~ 1967 and for surgical instruments in 1970. The 

Trade Agreement of 1970 has added a new dimensiin to Indo- Soviet 

economic co-operation by providing, through Article-II, for a coordi

nated effort for incre asin9 industrial production in the two coun

tries in certain selected sectors, taking into account their mutual 

requirements. The aim is to open up new ~~«R~~eax avenues of traee 

bet\\reen the two countrie·s. Article XII of the aforesaid agreement 

.adds get another dimension to Indo-Soviet economic co-operation by 

providing for joint ventures in third countries, both for expansion 
.· . . ( 9) 

. of trade and for setting up of new industries., 

,The raising of Soviet-Indian economic relations to a 

~new higher level found its reflection in the results of the summit 

talks during the official visit of Brezhnev to India in 1973. ~t 

that time agreements on further development on economic co-operation 

on a long term basic were signed and a joint SOviet Indian Declara-
. tion ~as adoptad.(lO) 
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with the US~ can be seen from the iiact that the volu~ of this trade 

increase froiD a more lls,. 1o75 crores in 195~54 to Rs. 176.15 crores in 

1965-66, and Pso '2,600 crores in 1981. It is relevant to mention here. 

that the two countries have agreed to step up their trade turnover 

to ~. 4,000 crores by 1965. The total trade turnover between the two 

countries .in 1984 was re.· 3764 million. The spectaoular gCI7owth of 

. Indo- Soviet trade is clearly reflected in Table- 3 and ~. 

Year 

1953-54 

1954-55 

.19!5-56 

1951-57 

1957-58 

1958-59 

1959-60 

1960...61 

1961-62 

1962-63 

1963-64 

1964-()5 

1965-66 

Table - 3 

Table - .3· Pre-Indira Period ( 1953 - 1965) 

The India's Tra~~ ~th USffi (!'a .. Crores) 

Exports 

2.12 :. 

15.50 

16.66 

25.90 

30.38 

28.80 

. 32.21 

26.25 

52.10 

77(>92 

92o98 

Imports 

0.60 

1.81 . 

6.21 

16o9l 

24.47 

17 o2l 

17 .. 19 

15.90 

39 .. 94 

58.64 

68.46 

77.98 

83.17 

Turnover 

32.41 

41.13 

43.11 

47.57 

44.70 

72.13 

86 .. 89 

120.56 

155.90 

176.15 

~ Trade hal ance 

+ 0.31 

- 2.95 

- 1.41 

~ 7.81 

+ 8·.69 

+13.19 

+12.90 

- 7~73 

-30.39 

-16~ 36 

- 0.06 

+ 9 .. 81 
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Tabla - 4 

Indira period (Including Janata.party period) 196~1984 

The India's Trade with USSR (Ps .. crores) 

Year Sx.ports Imports Turnover Trade balance 

1966-67 123.37 113e80 237.17 + 9.57 

1967-68 121.79 111.22 233o01 + 10.57 

1968-69 148"31 185.51 333.82 - 37 .. 20 

1969-70 176. :!7 171.33 347.70 + 5.04 

1970-71 200 .. 85 106.13 315 .. 98 +103. 72 

1971-72 208.70 8lo66 290.36 +127.04 

1972-73 304o 76 105.72 410.48 +199.04 

1973-74 . 285.80 254.70 540 .. 50 + 3lol0 

1974-75 421.35 408.92 830e27 + 12.43 

197':>-76 416.69 309.78 726.47 +106.91 

1976-77 453.81 a"J.6•oe 829.86 + '77.76 

1977-78 656.88 446 .. 38 1103e26 +210.50 

1978-79 41_1o36 470.59 881 .. 95 - 59.23 

1979-80 638.23 824.33 1462 .. 56 -186.10 

1980 999.40 950.00 1949.,40 + 49 .. 40 

1961 tr590o00 1222.00 2il2o00 +368.00 

1982 1821.30 12i3.00 3074o 30 +668. 30 

1983- 1400.00 1700.00 3100 .. 00 -300.00 

1984 2060 .. 00 1704.00 ,3764.00 +356.00 

Source: ( 1) 1953-54 = 1979-80 R.K., Sharma (Edited Indo- Soviet coo~eration 
and India's economic Development. Allied Publishers, ew 
Delhi, 1982. 

(2) 1980-84 = A.Roy (Edited) Bhar~t 'C' Soviet Union-Banijik, 
Arthanajtik, Karigory 'C' Baiganik Sohojogitar Kalponji, 
Farma K.L.M. Pvt .. Calcutta, 1986. 
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OIL AND OIL REFINING INDU SfRY 

. The ONGC, set up in 1956 with the active assistan~ of 

the USSR, has arready drilled about 2,000 wells and discovered over 

40 deposits of a.x oil and natural Gas on the basis of the original 

study. In the meantime, the Soviet Un.ion provided credits,. knew how 

and personnel for the development of all branches of the oil industr~ 

exploration, expldi tation, refining, marketing, training of c adra s, 

production of oil equipment, research and de signing of oil we 11 s. The 

S:>viet Union has deputed mare than 1,500 Soviet specialists and 

provided training in the USSR to over 500 Indian specialists. Over 

4,00 Indian specialists were training at oil sites. 

The first major ac~evement of Soviet-Indian coopera

tion in the oil industry was the discovery and then commercial exploi

tation ~~ of oil fields in Gujrat and Assam. In latar years the 

Soviet Union continued to aid India in the development of this vital 

economic sector on an ever bro·ader scale to cover new oil bearing 

areas on land. and the coastal shelf. By 1970's Soviet and Indian 

geologists, geophysicists and drilling rig operators explored more 

than 20 oil and natural gas fields. 

At present, Indian oil men are explosing and extracting 

oil in Guj arat and Assam and in the offshere regions of Bombay High .. 

The geological structure in Bombay High wa·s discovered in 1964 b.Y the 

Soviet seismic vessel Academician Arkhangelsky" As a result about :t»• 
two thirds of Indian oil production cames to day from offshere \"!ell~. 

The ensore production of ONGC, which was 0.04 million 

tonne s per annum in 1961-62, increased to 5.1 milJ ion tonne s in 1980-
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Slo With the disco -very of the gig antic Bombay High, the ONGC has made 

a significant contribution to the offshore production of crude oile In 

1980-61, the off- shore production was about 5. 2 million tonne s and it 

is expected to increase to 13.2 million tonnes by 1984-65 .. 

Thus, by 198()..81, both on shore and off- shore produc

tion of ONGC was about 10.3 million tonnes, which is about 60 per 

cent of the total crude oil produced in the country at present. This 

has enabled the country to save a huge amount of scarce foreign ex-
( 12) 

change resources. India's oil industry meets a sizable part oft 

the country's demand for liquid fuel. Thus, in the Sixth f~ve year 

plan period alone India was able to satisfy its home needs in this 

raw material from 32 per cent in the fiscal year of 1980-61 to 70 per 

·cent in the fiscal year of 1964-65. 

The joint efforts of Soviet and Indian organisations 

to carry out a big seismic prospecting programme produced a prelimi

nary appraisal of the maximum possible reserves of natural gas in 

West Bengal (2Q0-300 billion cubic metres) and in the Agartala High 

(250 billion cubic metres). In the l980~s SOviet organisation assis

ted India in the work-over of idle and low-productive wells iri the 

state of Guj a rat. 

In the 1980's Soviet and Indian specialists worked 

jointly at Indian research· and dev·elopment ·establishments of the oil 

industry. At the early stages of cooperation the Soviet Union assis

ted India in the creation of the drilling Technology of Reservoir 

Development at Ahmedabad (Guj a rat), and the Central Laboratories at 

Dehra Dun .. These organisation's became big research and development 
0 
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Centres of Indiatis Oil Industrye In the 1980~s India sent more of 

its oil industry specialists for practical training in the USSR. ~t 

the first meeting, held in February 1984, the working group for 

cooperation in the oil industry decided to send to the Uss=t every 

year for practical training 50 drilling rig oper~tors, 25 oil field 

operators, 25 geologists and geophysicists for a period of from 

three to six months. In addition, it was decided that five staff 

members of the oil and Natural Gas Commission should take post

graduate courses at Soviet Higher Schools in order to write and 

defend scientific theses for the degree of candidate of science and 

Doctor of Science. 

In 1958 the Government of India set up the Indian 

Refineries Ltd•, a public sector company, in order to set up refi

neries and refine oil extracted by ONGCc The first refinery was 

set up at Neenamatt with Rumanian Cooperation in Assam. It went 

into production in 1962. The Second refinery, Barauni of three

million tonnes capacity,. was set up with Soviet Cooperation and it 

came into operation tRmmx (Product) in 1964. While the ~ssam refi

nery produces mainly Kerosene, Baraudi produces aviation gasoline, 

turbine fuel 0. liquified petroleum g ass- bitumen and ether products, 

based on Assam oil. A third refinery of three million tonne capa

city was set up in Gujarat at Koyalio The refinery was inaugurated 

by the former President Dro s. Radha Krishnan in 1966* Koyali pro

duces Kerosene, high speed diesel oil, furnace oil, solvents of 

different types, liquified petroleum gas, etc. 

The Mathura refinary of six million tonne capacity 
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(the largest in India) was the third refinery to be built with Soviet 

cooperation·o The refinery will feed four proposed and two existing 

fertiliser plants in Northern India, thus providing a big boost to 

agriculture in the Northern regions of India. It was put into opera

tion in 1983. The Mathura refinery is being fed with imported oil, 

piped to Mathura through a 1200 kilometre long pipe line from 
( 13) 

Salaya to Mathura~ 

.. 
The New direction of Indo- SJviet Economic cooperation 

was best brought out by the case of the oil regu~ently needed for 

ONGC' s exploration in Iraq. Originally the rig had been ordered from 

a US Firm but it had backed out. Since the ONGC faced cancel1ation 

of its Iraqi contract, unless it started drilling by a specified 

date e the search to procure the rig from any where and soma where 

came to nought. When the matter was taken up in Moscow during the 

joint commission meetlbngs, Kosygin ordered that a rig just supplied 

to a S:lviet enterprise be withdrawn and offered to India. 

In 1981 a protoc al was signed for the exploration of 

hydre carbons in West Bengalo The drilling in this region is now 

nearing completiono · Work was undertaken for the repair of. idle wells 
, 0 

in Gujnrat which would yield additional oil of one million tonnes 

yearly.. f.\lready the reactivated wells yield' lOOO,COO tonnes of all 

and i®ex 10 million cubic metres of gas •. 

Since 1984 the cooperation between the two countries 

in the field of oil industry has been put on a more regular ba$is 

wi tb the setting up of a permanent working group within the frame 
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work of the joint inter governmental commission on economic and 

scientific technical cooperation. 

In September 1984, at the 9acond 2ession of tr.e work

ing group on oil industry the programrr~ of cooperation for 1985-1991 

was signed. The programme also provides for the supply of Soviet 

drilling and repair_ing equipment, incre_ased exchange of specialists 

and cooperation betv.reen tl-:e research organisation. At present over 

160 Soviet oil man are working ln India~ 

POWER INDU srRY 

The large-scale development of India's power industry 

and its powerful impact on India's economic structure confirmed the 

irfea advanced by Vladimir Lenin, founder of the Soviet State, the 

electrification is essential and a decisive pre-condition for building 

an independent national economy.. Indira G "ndhi, emphasising that 

the power industry played a special role in accelerating industri4.t

lisation and in eliminating backwardness and poverty said: 

"There is no doubt that electricity will always be a 

basic element in any formula for jD'rogress" .. 

Over the more than three decades of independence, 

India has achieved great economic successes, which would have been 

unthinkable without the de\Jelopment of its. fuel and power industry. 

In this key sector, the Sovi~~t Union has been giving continuous 

suooort to India .. The Neyveli thermal powe :r station, one of India's .. 0 

largest units, was one of the earliest to be built. It has now a 
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capacity of 600 MW. The Soviet made equipment the station is out

fitted with is characterised by a high technical level and reliabi

lity. The Soviet specialists who designed and built the station and 

then put it 1nto operation had a wealth of experience in work with 

stations burning brown coal. A.s a result the Noyveli plant became 

one of India's best thermal stations. In the fiscal year of 1983/84 

the Indian Government presented it with a productivity award for its 

excellent technical and financial performance which was superior to 

that of other thermal power plants With a capacity of more than 
{ 14) 

500 mag awatts. 

The agreement on economic and technical cooperation 

signed in December 1980 between the two countries envisaged a mass

ive development of the power infrastructu~. Tee 3,260 MW Vindhya

chal Power Station is being built mth &>viet cooperation. Further 

cooperation between the two countries in power engineering and se:::-

vicing will include exploitation, repair, modernisation and servi

cing of power plant equipment at power stations in India, enhancing 

the reliability of ope:eation of equipment, modernisation with a view 

to raising efficiency and stability of operation of units, e stab

lishing services for maintenance and preventive repair of eauip

ments, and setting up of a centralised servicing system and a cen

tral! sed repair base e 

The Ww'o countries have reached agreement t6 draft, 

in the nearest future, an inter Governmental agreement on coopera

tion in the building of the I<ahal goan thermal power station of 840 
( 15) 

MW capacity. . 
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ELECTRIC PO\'VER SfATION BUILT WITI-1 SJVIET ASS!stAN:E 

Name of Electric Power Station 

Hirakud Hydro-power Station, 
Orissa. 

·Met tar Hydro-power Station, 
TamilNadu 

H arduag anj Thermal Power st ation 9 

Uttar Pradesh 

Korba Thermal Power 58ation, 
!xmtibbti~ Madhya Pradesh 

Neyveli Thermal-Power Station, 
TamilNadu 

Bhakra Hydro-Power station,Punj ab 

Obra Tharmal Power Station, 
Uttar Pradesh 

' 
P atratu ·Thermal Power Station, 
Bihar 

Lower Sileru Hydro-Power Station, 
Andhra Pradesh 

Balimela Hydro Power St~tion, 
Orissa 

Linganayaki Hydro-Power Station, 
Karnataka 

Capacity 
Megawatts., 

25 

224 

100 

200 

600 

600 

250 

'400 

230 

402 

40 

Time of 
Commissioning 

1964 

1966 

1968 

1969 

1969 

1969 

1971 

1971 

1976 

1976 

1979 

Source f- Andrei Muravyev - Soviet Indian Economic relations Trends 
and ~ZGIXQIJI!I prospects, panchsheel publishers New Delhi-1988 .. 
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COAL MINING INDUSIRY 

India ranks sixth in the world in coal resot~ces, with 

an estimatad reserve of 112 billion tonnes of hard coal, including 

22.4 billion tonnes of cooking grade and 2.5 billion tonnes of 

lignite. 

In 1970 the Indian Government formed a committee on 

fuel policy which determined the guidelines for the development of 

the country's fuel and energy supply complex for the period u~to 

the fiscal year of 199Q-91Q In keeping with the recommandat ion 

of the committee, coal will be one of the main energy sources in 

Indian Economy. At present coal is the only fuel whose reserves 

will last in India for a long timeG 

The growing role the coal mining industry is playing 

in Indian economic progress has expanded Sovi•3t- Indian cooperation 

in this field. In !973 an inter Governmental agreement was signed 

obliging Soviet organisations to produce a gGneral plan for the 

development of the Singrauli coal fields. They produced a detail 

desing of an open-cast colliery at Jayanti with an annual out put 

of 10 million tonne, of another at Ramgarh for mining three million 

tonnes of cooking coal a year and of a machine plant in Singraul 

capable of repairing 21,000 tons of mining equipment a year. 

The long-term pro:)ramme of economic trade and 

scientific and technical cooperation the USSR and India in March 

1979 provided for further aid on a broader scale in designing and 

0 
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0 

In 1947 the capacity of India's steel-making works was 

1•5 million tpns a year~ However, its steel production did not exceed 

one million tons. As a result, India, with its large territory and 

vast natural resources for the development of iron and steel indus

trias, accounted for only one percent of the world out of stee 1 during 

the first Five-year plan period alone India's import of steel jumped 

from 178,CX::O tons in 1951 to 904,0CO tons in 1955. This seriously 

drained India's hard currency reserves and made IndiC! increasingly 

dependent on the foz-eign market for the supply of this vital industrial 
. ( 17) 

material. 

B-i IlA I Sf EEL PLANT 

In February 2v 1955v the SOviet Union and India signed 

the first Economic agreement for the construct ion of a stee 1 plan to 

In March 1955, Bhilai, a village in Madhya Pradesh, was selected as 

the site for the plant. In January 1959 the first coke oven battery 

was put into operation. In February 1959 Blast Furnace Noe 1 produced 

the first hot metal• By K~s~K3~~ 1962 it attained the rated capacity 

of one million tonnes of steel. In 1973 an agreement was signed in 

Moscow for the further expansion of the capacity of Bhilai to four 

million tonne s. Bhilai has given the country ever 45 milJion tonne s 

of pig iron, 40.million tonnes of steel, 32 million tonnes of rolled 

products. The steel smelted at the Bhilai steel plant is the cheapest 

in India, while the plant is a highly efficient enterprise making 

steady profit throughout its productive life. It is the sole supplier 
( 18) 

of rails to Indian railways. 
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BOI<ARO SfEEL PLANT 

It was an January 25, 1965, that the agreement on 

Bokaro steel Plant was signed with the USSR. This was to be the 

biggest steel plant, more modem, in corporating the latest develop

ments in steel technology. The foundation stone was laid by Mrs. 

Indira Gandhi on April 6, 1968. She was there when the first blast 

furnace was tested in 1972. In 1973 the first Oxygen converter 

shop was commissionedo In 1974 the Slabbing mill was completed~ 

The construction of the "2000" hot strip mill was ever in 1975 and 

the cold rolling complex was commissioned in 1977. These are some 

of the milestones of Bokaro. The US~ gave to Bokaro the most ad

vanced and sophisticated knowhow. It is indeed a marvel of modern 

technology. However, it was also b~sically ·an indigenous plant, 

made largely out of Indian equipment and talent. 

Bokaro is already the biggest supplier of pig iron 

to the foundarie s of India. With a planned township providing all 

·modem facilities of living, Bokaro steel city is one 'j of the 
( 19) 

biggest town of India. 

0 

The agreement for the construction of the Visakha

patnam Steel Plan was siqned on June 12, 1979. It's rated capacity 

iS around three million tonnes of steel yearlyo The plants first 

stage with a capacity of 1.2 milJion tonnes of steel a year is under 

construction, The plant will have 3,200 cu$m. blast furnaces sinte

ring machines with 312 sq.m. of sintering arca 9 cooking batteries 
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with chambers as high as 7 m. and completely new dry coke quenching 

technology, ~onverters with continuous steel casting, and comprehen

sive computer-based automation of production operations. The USffi has 

provided a credit of over PG. 400 crores for the first and second 
(20) 

stages of tr.e plant .. 

MECON 

Metallurigical Engineering consultants Ltd. MEOON was 

set up with the cooperation of the USSR, and specially witb the 

assistance of GIPROMEZ, the world famous institute for designing of 

projects of ferrous metallurgy~ MEC~N has 2,500 engineers and 

technicians on its staff and aluminium plantsQ It has done conside

rable designing work for Bokaro. It is to play a prominent role in 

the designing and erection of Visakhapatnam Steel Planto Its ser

vices are being sought by other developing countries like Nigeria 
(21) . 

and Iraq. MECON marked its 25th anniversary on .4pril 1, 1984. 

Since its inception i*x it has guided the growth of steel production 

from 1.2 million tonnes to 10 milJion tonnes by 1983? and provided 

consultancy services to such diverse spheres as mining and qon-ferrous 

m~tallurgy and the chemical industry. 

HEAVY MACHINE BUILDING PL!l.NT OF Rti;NCHI 

It was on November 9, 1957 that the agreement on Ranchi 

Heavy Machine building plant was signed.. Construction of the plant 

at R.::mchi was started in 1961 and completed in 1968., The de sign was 
' 

produced by GIPBOTYAZHf~9-I, the leading state design institute of 

us~ .. Soviet engineering and other industries supplied 27,COJ tons 
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of the latest engineering equipment and 18,COO tons of steel struc

tural elements and other materials for the plant at Rancbi .. This 

equiprrent was manufactured by 82 different Soviet Engineering works. 

1\s pre-planned, Soviet products accounted for 97 per cent of the 

industrial equipment installed at the Heavy machine building plant 

at Ranchi. To ensure efficiency in the op:~ration of the plant, the 

Soviet Union assisted in the training of Indian engineers~ techni

cians and skilled workers. More thar1 250 Indian engineers studies 

and received practical trai~ing at leading engineering works in the 
( 22) 

U Sffi. 

OU"R3 ~\PUR PL/i.NT 

At the same time as the Heavy Mabfhine Building plant 

was being built at Ranchi, the !:oviet Union took part in the cons- · 

truction of another big engineering enterprise the mining equipment 

works of Durgapur. Since the Durgapur pl3nt was p1Jt into operation 

it has turned out 250,000 tons of equipment which is now being used 

at some 100 coal pits in the country.. It is. now about to 1 aunch 

the manufacture of equipment for several big coal mining projects 

being built in cooperation with the USSR the Janjra Coal pits and 

Nigakhi and Mukunda open cast collieries. At present the parties 

are preparing of the manufacture of new types of mining equipment 

at the Durgapur works on the basis of Soviet technical documenta

tion. To this end the USffi ~as give the works a list of 210 types 
0 

of equipment and units and 26 processes it is ready to help intro
( 23) 

duce there. 
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HAROWAR HEAVY ELECTRICL\L EQUIPMENT PL~NT 

In February 1950 an intergovernmental agreement was 

signed on the construction of a heavy electtrcal equipment plant in 

Hardwar, Uttar Pradesh, within the frame work of Bharat Heavy 

alectricals Limited (BHEL) a state corporationo Today it is India's 

biggest plant in this ·branch of the economy.. It accounts for 47 

per cent of the power genera-t;.ing equipment turned out in the country 

and employs approximately ll,CXX> people'. f\bout 600 Indian workers 

were- trained by Soviet specialists right at their werk places. &,me 

200 Indian engineers received practical training at the Elektrosila 

Plant in Lening~,. one of the us~• s leading po'We!' engineering en-
··.·; 

terprises. In 1978-1979 the plamt actually achieved its design out-

p~t in the manufacture of its main products, namely, 200-210 mega

watt steam turbine and gene rat or units. 

Equipment manufactured by the Hardwar plant has been 

installed at the Neyveli Thermal povJer station in Tamil Nadu, the 

Obra thermal power station in Uttar Pradesh, the Lower Silew Hydro-

p ower station in ~dhra Pradesh and at several other stations built 
. (24) . 

with Soviet assistance. 

R 8. 0 CENTRE , RO\NCH I 
------------~-----

The R 8. D Centre at Ranchi· for steel reseaoch was 

· set up under SAIL in 1972 to plan and implement 'research and deve

lopment programme that would permit Indian steal industry to reach 

world technological standards., The U Sffi provided initial assistance 

to set up ito India is the only country with which the USSR is 
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doing joint research in steel. The centre has already identified 

over 46 fields of research and development~ The S::>viet Union has 
( 25) 

also und~rtaken the modernisation of the IISDO plant at Burn&ur. 

NON FERROUS MET 14LLLJa3 Y 

Two decades back India had no aluminium Industry 

worth the name. In 1951 India produced a negligible 3~840 tonnes 

of aluminium metal and consumed nearly 15,000 tonnese Even as lat= 

as 1960, the country produced only 18,0CO tonnes and consumed about 

, 54,COJ tonne s, the gap being filJed by imports. It was in Novern -

be r 1968 with an agrwement was signed with the U S.ffi. for the prep a ra

tion of. a Detailed Project Report for setting up an allumini1.nn ~i 

smelter and fabrication complex at corba. Today the Korba complex 

is fully operational and it is the single major integrated aluminium 
( 26) 

complex in the country with the following capacities. 

Primary aluminium 
(With captive bawsite Mining 

f acili ties and alumina produc
tion) o 

Properzirods 

Rolled products 

Extraded products 

Tones per annum. 

lOO,OCX) 

35,COO 

40,000 

10,000 

Indo Soviet cooperation has also been extended to the field of R & 

D in alumina and aluminium~ for which an A.luminium Research, Deve

lopment and ryesign Centre has been set up with Soviet assistance at 

Korba coJll)lex.. Indo-Soviet cooperation plays a pivotal role in the 

field of aluminium and will occupy a prominent place for decades to 
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comeo 

The long-term programme of trade, economic, sci·:mti

fic and technical coope~ation between the USSR and India, adopted 

on March, 14, 1979, and the intergovernmental agreement of Decem

ber 10, 1990, provided for 5mviet aid in the construction of a 

bau:site aluminium co~lex in the State of Andra Pradash with an 

annual out put of 2. 3 million tones of bauxite f 600~0(() - 800,000 
( 71) 

tones of alumina and 200,CX:O tones of aluminium .. 

S::IENCE AND TECHNOLOJ Y 

The agreement on cultural, scienti fie and technical 

cooperation between India and the US$, siqned in 19609 was the 

first agreement of importance in the fieldo This led to regular 

and close contacts between the scientists of the two countri·? s. 

A number of agreements govern the cooperation between 

the two countries in the field of Science and Technology. Of these, 

the following are significant : 

1) Agreement betv.reen. the Government of USSR and the Government of 

India in the field of A.pplied Science and Technology of October 2, 

1972. 

2) Scientific and technical cooperation in the field of Agriculture 

of June 18, 1971. Protocols we~ signed once in two years subse

quently, including the protocol of 1979 for assistance of Suratgarh 

farm. 

0 
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3) Protocol between the USSR .1\.cademy of Science and the departrrent 

of Science· and Technology of February 18, 1975. 

4) Protocol between the Academy of Science of the USSR and the 

Indian space Research organisation of April 22, 1975~ 

5) ~greement between the Hydro-meteoralogical services of the USffi 

and the Department of Atomic Energy of the Government of India of 

May 14, 1970 .. 

6) Agreement between the Government of the US9={ and India on the 

peaceful utilisation of atomic energy of 22 January 1979 .. 

7) .1\greement between the Soviet Academy of Sciences and the Indian 

National Science Academy of February 19, 1975 .. 

8) For the purpose of realising the objectives of cooperation, the 

State Committee for Science and technology and the Department of 

Science and technology signed in March 1980 a complex programme 

of cooperation in the field of applied and fundamental sciences 

for the years 1960-1983. These are inten' 'ed to de'lltelop the provi-

5ions of tr.e long-term programme of cooperation signed in fv'1arch 
(28) 

1979. 

1\ccording to the long-term programme out lined f.!U>~xx 

prospects of joint work for a term of 10-15 years and covered 

many high technology are-"ls as also fields like energy, energy 

resources, natural resources and envi.ronment, powder metallurgy, 

corrosion prevention, metrology and several otherso 

The U Sffi provided assistance for the construction 
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of India's first research satellite, which was put into orbit in 

1975 by a Soviet rocket from a Soviet cosmodrorne. Originally mean"'C 

to operate for six months, the satellite, named A.ryabhatta by Mrs. 

Indira Gandhi herself, lasted for six years, until 1981~ 

The Aryabhatta was fol) owed by Bhaskarer-1, launched 

from the USffi, in 1979, and its sophisticated successor, Bhask.-3ra 

II, in 1981, while its predecessors were largely experiment.:1l Bhns-. 
kara II carried on board such sophisticated instruments as high re

solution cameras and micro wave radiometers. The U Sffi provided 

free launch support for all these satellites, apart from supply of 

several sub- systems su'ch as solar panels, chemical batteries and 

tape recorders\) With the launching of the Rohini satellite, using 

its own rocket, Indi~., became the Seventh country in the world capa-
( 29) 

ble of putting automatic vehicles into space. 

Science and tecr.nology are the corne-rstone of the 

development efforts of our two countries. This is why any effort 

to look at them has to take the whole gamut into consideration. The 

past has been remarkable. The future holds still brighter prospects. 

Powerful support given to Indo-Soviet friendship by the broad masses 

of India and Soviet Union is the guarantee that the dreams of tre 

founding fathers of the two countries would be fulfilled<;) 

.TR~N S?ORT .1\ND COMMUN IC f;. T ICN S · 
0 

The two countries signed their first agreement on sea 

shipping in April 1956. Under its terms a joint shipping line be

gan to function. It connected the USffi' s bigger sea parts on the 
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Black Sea coast, such as Ode ssa 11 11 yichevok, Novorossiisk and 

Batumi, with Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Visakhapatnam and Cochin. 

The line ensured efficient transportation of vital cargoes between 

the USSR and India, and helped increase biloteral trade. 

In October 1956, the first Soviet jet airliner TU-

104 performed in first flig.ht from Moscow to Delhi with a stopover 

at Tashkent.. In 1958, an inter government agreement was sfgned on 

a regular air service between Moscow and New Delhi, Bombay and 

Calcutta. The service was to be run by Aeroflot (USSR) and Air 

India, promoting business contacts and exchanges between the two 

countries. At present Aeroflot is employing the well know 2oviet 
( 30) 

11-62 and the bodied 350 passenger IL-66 Jets. 

The Soviet Union has also assisted India in tbe deve-

1opment of its Urban transporto In particular it is taking part in 

the construction of an underground railway in Calcutta, which is 

knovm as Calc\.ltta Metro. 

Calcutta Metro, India's first undergwund railway. 

the agreement was signed between India and the USSR in 1970.. The 

ceremony of laying the foundation stone was helci on December 29\' 

1972, and was attended by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. 

rhe 16-Kilometre line is being laid under the most 

densely populated neighoubhoods to help so·lve an extremely acute 

urban transport problem. The trains will travel at speeds of up to 

80 Kilometres per houre. Takir~ into account the stops, they will 

cruise at an average speed of 30 K.N' .• P .. H. It is believed that the 
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train will cover the distance from Tollyganj, the S::luth terminus, to 

Dum Dum Airport, the North terminus, is not more than 33 minutes, 
. 0 

To travel this distance by car tioday takes more than two hourso 

The metro railway line will have 17 Stations. Only 

the termini-Dum Dum Airport and Tollyganj will be on the surfacea ~11 

the other stations will be underground. The designs provide modern 

air.conditioning for the metro railway. 

In October 1984, the four-kilometre section from 

Esplanade to Bhowanipore Wi'lS put into commercial service.. C<'"1lcutta 

was the first city in Ind~a to build this most convenient trans

port system. 

Recent years have been marked by development of So

viet-Indian cooperation in the sphere of communications. The first 

project in that sphere was a one-megawatt station for all India 

Radio, a public corporatione · Wailt with Soviet technical assistance. 

lt was commissioned in September 1969'~ The rapid expansion of 

Soviet Indian contacts in the political, trade, economic, scientifi~ 

technical and cultural spheres made it necessar~ to improve tele

phone, telegraph and tele communications between the two countries, 

It was therefore decided to b·Jild a tropospheric communication line 

between the capitals of both countries Moscow and New Delhi .. 

Under the terms of an agreement siqned in 1977 Soviet 

organisations prepared tr.e technical documentation, delivered the 

equipment and sent to India qualified personnel to install and ad

just ito The tropospheric communication line was put into service 

in 1981. ( 3") 
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MEDICAl. INDUSTRY 

India produced medical items worth about~. 100 

million in 1947., By the Seventies~ the out put had gone up to over 

flsct 3,500 million. Today it is about Rs., e,cro mil1ion. 'fhe medical 

industry in the public sector accounts for a sizable part of ito 

Soviet Union played a major role in the establish

ment and development of this Industry.. In I·Aay 1959, an inter go·J·=rr~ 

_msnt agr·:!ement was signed on economic and technical assist:mce. lfl 

the construction of three public enterprises : an Antibiotics plant 

at Rishikesh, Synthetic drur,Js plant and Hyd.~rab.'3d and St.ll"'g~cal 

instruments plant at Madras.. They belonged to the Indian drugs and 

pharmaceuticals limited, a public corporation., In the 1960t s the 

Soviet Union aided india in the construction of a fact8ry in Durr~a-

pur producing lenses for spect :1de s.. In ket1ping ,...,it:: the desiqns it 

was to ~roduce 300 tons of optical glass a year, incl,Jding 10.3 

million lenses. In 1980 the Soviet Union offer·~d to set up in India 
0 

a phytochemical industry for tha manufr1cture of insulin, aspirin, 

chloromycatin and codeine-rhosphate. 

The &>viet Union, has al.:;o emerged as significant 

buyer of In<iian medicines of late. ~t the same time P it h<1s of fr~red 

to collaborate with Indian in the production of medicines fur the 
'32) 

developing countries. 

AGHIC:JLTURE 

Today Soviet-Indian coo~eration in a<;:;ricult;Jra is of 

a compreh3nsive nature.· It covers )l!X1£X such fields as agriJcultural 
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production, irrigation, flood control, weather forecastinq? personnel 
·, 

training and production of agricul tu1:-al machinery and e quiprrent .. 

S:PJi,.~t-Indian coopr~ration in the field of agricul

ture beg an in 1956 with the setting up of a state farm .;t Su ratg a1'h 

(Rajasthan) for the production of quality seeds. It was also an 

experiment in desert. EiX cultivation., In 1966-1968 the Sovi•~t Union 

made India a gift of lS million rupees worth of m,1chin<rrs and (I{X!IIl 

equipment for five more public seerl-growing farms of Jetsar 

(Rajasthan) Hissar (Haryana) J'Jllundar (Puhjab) Raichur (Karn.;taka), 

and Kannanore (Kerala). E.::~ch farm had about three or four thousnnd 

hectares ()f arrable land. In 1980 the Suratgarb public farm racei

ved as a gift another ten million rupe11s worth of farm machines and 

equipment. Since 1971, when an intergovernmental agreement on sci

entific and technical cooperation in agriculture was siQned, hun-

dred of Indian agricultural Scientists have visited the USSR and 

acquiant~d themselves with the latest achievements of &:lviet agri

cul tura. f\ 1 arqe nurnbe r of &:lviet agricultural scientists have 

also visited India to provide assistance to Indian scientists. 

In March 1979, a 15 year long-term programme of coo

peration Was signed, which envisaged significant aNas of coopera

tion in the field of agriculbJreo In 1980 the Soviet agricultural 

Minister, Valentin K. Mesyats, visited Indian when he announced the 

gift of agricultural machinery worth Ps .. 1 cror~ to the Suratgarh 

farm.. In October 1984 "directional blasting" experiments wer2 con

ducted by a Soviet team at the Bharati Khad ex~1eriemental darn on the 

river Sutlij. A factory for the production of can~l lininq rnat~riaE 
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is being set up in Gujarat with Soviet cooper,'!tiono 

The USSi. has been one of the 1(~ adinq buyers of ag ro

products from India like cashewnuts, tea, tobacco, coffee, lac, 
( 33) 

mango juice and many other items~ 

3)CIAL AND CULTURAL SJJ-r:m: S 

Assistance in the development of the system of 

education and training of Indian personnel has been an inali·:na

ble part of Soviet-.Indian economic and technical cooperation. Our 

first ~rime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru attached great importance to 

the promotion of contacts in this sphere. 

Under the ·Soviet-Indian agre13ment signed on Decem-

ber 10, 1966, an autonomous faculty of aircraft designing was 

formed at the Indian Institute of technology in Bombay. The auto

nomous faculty of aircraft designing graduated its first engineers 

in 1971. Since it was founded it has trained some 500 specialists. 

In the 19601 s the US::P. assisted India in founding 

several technical higher schools, namely, an autonomous fac•1lty of 

metallurgy at Kharagpur Institute of Technology (West Ben~1al), an 

autonomous faculty of geophysics at the Osmania University in 

Hyderaba.d (Andhra Pradesh) and an autonomous faculty of automation 

and computer technology at the Bangalore (Karnataka).. The Sovi:?t 

Union helped set up five school of rootallurgy in Bhilai, enginel~

ring schools in Ranchi and Bhupal, a technical school of oil and 

gas industry in Baroda, and c:m electronics school in Hyde rabad .. 
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These scho~ls enabled India, in a relatively short time, to eli

minate its shortage of skilled personnel, which was particularly 

acute during the early xt~¥l£X~ix~ft~!lS:S stag~s of industrialisation. 

Yhe USSR helped India train over 120,000 engineers, technicians and 
( 34) 

skilled workers. 

A major field of Soviet assistance at present in 

the field of education is in providing cheapened good text books 

for university students. For example while the MIR publishing 

House of the U SSi will bring out 100 Soviet text books in English 

and 30 text books in Indian languages on subjects like popular 

science, biology, medicine and science fiction in the 1984-1985 

period - the prOQ;ress publishing House of Moscow will produce about 

70 titles on social sciahce, literature, humanities and history, 

both in English and Indian languages by the year 1986o l\lready 

about 450 Sov-iet text books have been adopted for Indian Univer

sities, both in English and Indian languages. 1\n Indo-Soviet text 

book board has been set up for this purpose and it meets yearly in 

order to select books and arrange for their publication* The 

books ara produced at low cost and are very popular with Indian 

sturlen~s. Simultaneously Indian clas$ics and modern works ara 

being translated into the Russian language. 

Cooperation between the television authorities of 

the two countries has become traditional. There are special tele

casts devoted to Indian culture on Moscow and other regional tV 

programmes.. Similc•rly Indian TV programmes carry materi.:1l on 

Soviet life and culture.. The &>viet Union provirles sports coaches 
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in some fields --to India, and teams have been exchanged in volley 
( 35) 

b~ll foot ball and other sports fields~ 

In 1970, unde:r the auspices of the Indo-Soviet cultu

ral Society was established and All India Institute of Russian lan-

, guage to coordinate the activities of the nurr,erous training progra

mmes started .all over the country mainly on the initiative of the 

I S::US. 

The study of India is not confined to Moscow and 

Leningrad onl Y• Indology is developing as an important discipline 

in Estonia, Georgia, Uzbekistan, Turkmenia, Tajikistan and Bury at. 

The main centre of Indology· in the 2oviet Union is the Institute of 

oriental studies of the US~ Academy of Sciences. 

A very useful and popular feature of the Soviet land 

awards is the opportunity of Indian children to visit the Soviet 

Union for over a month and enjoy a holiday with Soviet Chilc'ren at 

the A.rtek resorts. Thus Indo-Soviet friendship starts at a young 

age. 

Apart from the International film festivals in Mosco''~' 

and Tashkent, to which India is a major participatnt and the inter

national flhlm festivals held in India to 1.rJhich the Soviet Union is a 

major p_articipant, regular Indian and .&>viet film. festivals are 

held in tbe two countries. What is more, joint production of film 

is increasing in numbers and variety. 

The celebration of various festi-vals of shared in-

tere st, such as the anniversaries of the October RevaJlution and 
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and India's independence Day and Republic o~y, birthday of Gandhi, 

Nehru, lLenin and cultural figures such as T i':lgore, Gorky and Pu shkin, 

as also of histboric events of joint Indo- Soviet acti vi ties such as 

the beginning of Indo- &>viet technological coop:~ration with the l\l~Z'f!iR 

aggrement on the Bhilai Steel Plant and the Indo-Soviet treaty of 
( 36) 

peace, friendship and cooperation. 

One hopes that joint celebrations of the two great 

historic events, the first socialist revolution in the world and the 

first break in the chain of colonial empines, ·the festival year of 

the peoples of the Soviet Union and India will open up et new path 

of closer cultural relations. 

3)VIET MILITARY A SSI Sf ANCE TO INOlA 

-During the Sino-Indian border conflict of 1962, In

dia' s lack of defence preparedne'ss was exposed. 4s referred eorlier, 

Irdia looked towards the West for arms and in return received die-

tations and humiliations from the imperialists~ In this houe- of 

grave crisisp the Soviet Unicn granted a license to India to produce 

the Ml.G:-21. The significance of t·his agreement lies in the fact thAt 

the Indian wds the first non-communist country which was heJped by 

tb.e Soviet Union to manufacture the MIG-21. Since 1962, the Soviet 

Union has continuously helped India to strengthen its defence produc-
( 37) 

tion base. 

In 1964, Soviet Union, through an agreement, supplied 

4 Squadrons of MIG-27 supersonic air cr'-1fts~ Since then Inpo- Soviet 

de fence deals have been as impressive as its earlier role in help 
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building out industrial infra structure. 
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Throughout these years the Soviet Union continued to 

provide India with the WEi! necessary militory supplies, most of which 

she had been unable to obtain from Western sources.. Unlike tre uni-

ted States and Britain,_ tLe Soviet Union did not put any embargo on 

military supplies to India after the Indie>-Pakistan war of 1965. As 
0 

a matter of fact, shortly after the war she agreed to supply to India 

T-55 medium Tanks, &lkhai-7 fighter-bombers, 100 mm artillery, mobile 

radder sets etce Again, in 1967, India was able to obtain about 500 

Soviet and Czech tanks. Later, an agreement was concluded .for tr.e 

delivery of some 100 fi~}:lt~r- bombers for tr.e Indian Air Force .. 

Accihrding to tr.e figures given in Military Balc:1nce~ 1969-70 publi-

shed by tLe Institute for strategic studies London, u~.e military 

hardware supplied to India by the .Soviet Union incl1.1de 450- T- 54 and 

T-55 tanks, 150 PT-76 light tanks, 140 guns of 130 fv\M, 2F class 

submarines, ·one destroyer, 120 MIG-21 interceptors, 24 IL-14, 32 

AN-12 transport planes, 109 MI-4 helicoptttrs, 14G 9'J-·78 fiflhter bom

bers and 50 surface to air mis.si3Je launchers., These defence supp-

1 ie s, it must be added, did not come to In eli 2 as aid but or. p a)·ment 

which, of course, was maee on a lonq-term instalment b~sis c3nd ad-

j usted aa ainst the trade account of tr.e two countries maintained in 
( 39) 

rupees. 

Between 1966 and 1970 tf'_e Indian Navy bought four 

'Polnocny' type landing craft, two poluchet class fnst petrol l.Joats, 

four 'F' class submarines, two 'Revya' class frigates and six motor 
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torpedo boats from the Soviet Union., It was in these years, too, 

that the MIG ag-reement ·bare fruit in the direct purchase of nearly 

one hundred aircraft, and the regular assembly of many others at 

plants set up in Nasik, Koraput and Hyderabad..,. By 1972, the indige

neous content of the MIG-21 had reached 60 percent. These arrc.nge-

ments in the defence field were carried out despite caustic moments 

by Soviet observers on the 'reactionari nature of Indian economy e1nd 

political leadership, and tr.e di ffe renee s opinion :~e tv..reen Mrs. Inc1ira 

Gandhi and &>viet leaders in intern at ion al is sues c 

Bet...,reen 1973 and 1976 India made the following major 

procurements from the Soviet Union : 450 T-5Ll, T-55 and T-62 tanks 

for t r.e army, seven petro 1 ho at s and s ix-1 anding era ft for the heavy, 

and various types of missiles and war hearls~ The heaviest procure

ment of ~7 combat airci!aft and helicopters had bet~n made be L>ro 

1972. P reduction of Gnats, MIG's and HF- 24 aircraft s in Indi3, was 
( 40) 

there-after, acca l:?rated. 

Only recently it ha~, come to be understo::>od t~1at the 

country that can produce MKi 29'S and 31S that are s·-1pe rio r t:) t:•~'~ 

US- made F-16S can very well pro:v:ide many thin:-:~s India net:ds withirL 

its technological paramet•?rs., This is not to say that the US$1=1, toos 

in everythings; no country doeso But the point is that we can get 

equally good and some even possibly better things from the ~vi•3t 

Union. This is what has given us the capacity to be at h1ck the 
( 41) 

West•3rn onslaughts. 
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India~s strategic relations with the ~viE~t :Jnion ar~ 

proved by the supply of t:nansport planes and equii:>ment for army and 

nevyo But the basic achievement is the 5)vi~~t assistance in the de

velopment of productive system for arms in India so that India has 

not to face the humiliation of any futur:1 embArgo on spare parts 

like the bitter experience of 1965. 
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SECTION - IV 

TI-IE FOREIGN POLICY OF J~I/\TA PAltTY, 1977-1980 

The Janata Party came to po'•.rer in March 1977 after the Sixth 

Lok Sabha Election which red=.1ced the Congress P a:t'VY led by Indira 

Gandhi to a minority for the first time si~ce independence. This e lG c:

tion significantly ended 30 year's monopoly of r:onqr-:3 ss rule in India 

and handed over the regime of pO'Ive:r to a new party led by Morarji Desai 

Mr. Desai and his foreign minister Atal Behari Vajpayee wer·~ maic11y 

responsible for Janata Party's f·.Jreign policy. 

The New Prime Minister Morarji Desai, the for.eiqn.minister 

Atal sehari 8Ajpayee and the Janata Party as a whole we:a belit~ved to 

be more pr-e-Western in their attitude than the or,3ced~ng government. 

There was a widespraad br~lief that the Janata :]overnment 'No·.lld correct 

the suspected Indian leading towards the Soviet Union ancl adhe.r~ mor-3 

strictly to a policy of non- .aliqnm:Jnt. 13ut any hope or appr~h~nsion of 

a major departure from the policy of the Indian era in fore iqn re 1 at .Lon 

was seen removed by the Soviet foreign mini stt= rs visit to Incli a and 

Vajpayee' s visit to the Soviet Union. Continued friendshio b-,-twe"!n the 
' ( 1) 

two countries was essential to the nati:)nal int•3r~sts of both nations. 

Desai took the earliest opportunity- to reiterate his govern

ments firm commitment to the policy of non-aliqnm?nt., But he signifi

cantly added that it will be a 'proper' non-alisnm:mt policy. Speaking 

in the Lok Sabha on June 29, 1977 V.1jpayee qave a fuller exposition of 

the J~nata Governm~nts non- ali,)nment policy. He said "Nonalignment is 

not a policy of an individual or a party. This is based on national 
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consensus. The policy of non- alignment is, infact, a loqical and 

essential exten*ion of the national indepenrlence in the field of 

internati·:>n al affairs 19
• But he emphasised that "India should not 

only remain non-aligned hut must also appear to be so" \f?joayee dec

lared in the Soviet Union that "all commitments made by the previous 

government and treaties and agreements entered into with for~ign 
( 2) . 

countries would be honourad. Tee Prime Minister himself declared 

that India would now follow genuine aon- alignment, again, in the pro-

nouncements non-alignm:mt was never given up. The emohasis was an 
' 

0 

its genuineness in the new context o However, in his first press 

conference, Janata Party Prime Minister Morarji Desai spelt out that 

the New Government would follow a policy of 11genuine" non- alignmant 

and that the Indo- Soviet Treaty \"fOUld not stand in the way of buildin~ 

relations with other countries. This stand craated misapprahensions 
-.I 

in the minds of the Indian people. S=lcondly, Janata Party MP 9.tbra-

maniam Swami's reported statement that the Union Governm,?nt was acti-

vely considering the sugqeztion to abrogate the tr~aty has created 

widespread speculations on this crucial question. Subramaniam 

Swamy' s own recommendation was that the Treaty should be abrogated. 

Later Soviet Prime Minister Alexei K')sygin assured Janata Party 

General Secretary Madhu Limaya, when he visited Moscow, that the 

Soviet Policy towards India was based on larqer mutual interest and 

not determined by any other considerationo The Soviet l~~ade r was be

lieved to eave firmly maintained that the Sovi,~t Union did not want 

to interfere in the domestic affairs of India, a fact which was then 
( 3) 

widely reported in the press. 
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In the joint declaration with L. I. Brezhnev, president 

of the Supreme Soviet of the ussq, both sines expressed "their satis 

faction with the development of relations of traditional friendship 

and coopf?rati.on between India and the USSR in the spirit of the 

Treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation which reliably se·rves 

the interests of India and the Soviet Union'' .. 

SOon after the Janata came into power the Indo-Us joint 

commission and its sub-commission were activated.. The US congress 

began to show more sympathetic interest in India and indicated a 

responsive attitude to India's request for addistance from the 

international development ~ssociation.. The US uncier Secretary of 

states warrn chistopherv s statement that America had decided "to 

look to India as the leader of South Asia" immensely pleased the 
( 4) 

Indian Government and the people·. 

Carter visited India in January 1978 exceeding praise 

for India's achievements and expression interest in human-scaled 

cooperative projects for the juture. Prime¢ Minister Morarji Deasi 

visit2d the u.s. in June 1978 and made tiighly successful appearance 

before the senate and House committees dealing With foreign affairs. 

·High hopes of improved relations V~Yere sustained while the difficul

ties which surfaced were suppressed. Fo!'e ign Minister V::~jp·ayee ex

pressed satisfaction with the gSense of equality' which now marked 

Indo-Us relations. He spoke of an equal partnership based on 

friendship and a common will to cooperate both in bilaterial 

mateers and on internatitonal issues~ 
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Uajpayee appreciative! y recalled the contribution made by 

U o S. institutions and scientists to India Green Revolution 9 Foreign 

minister Vajpayee often expressed gre<'lter satisfaction at the u.s. 
(5) 

recognition of India's preminent position in Eouth .1\siao 

Soviet foreign minister Gromyko visited India on 2:)-27 

April, 1977 o Gromyko was tr.e first digni tctry of any foreign country 

to visit New Delhi after the advent of Janata to powero His re

assuring talks with Desai and Vajpayee set aside tr,e apprehensions 

regarding deterioration in Indo- S:lviet relations. The Theme of 
0 

continuity and consolidation of relations between India and the 

USSR was kept up by both the sides and thus speculations regarding 

and slow down in Indo- &>viet cooperation were dispelled. 

G romyko' s visit to New Delhi aug rod we 11 for the further

ance of relations between India and the !JS~-. The leaders of the 

)anata Party reiterated on a number of occasions that Indo-Soviet 

cooperation in different fields should expand.. In an interview to 

the French TV Foreign Mini~.ter Vajpayee said that there should be 

greater depth in India's relations with Moscow. 11 India foreign 

policy, particularly its relationship with the Soviet Union has 

evolved from a national consensus and there should be no change in 

itn observed te K~ Advani, Union Minister of information and Broad-

casting, at the inaugural function of a Soviet RXKPl exbibi t ion in New 

Delhi.. Prime Minister Desai's visit to Moscow took place on 21-27 

October 1977o The Indian Prime Minister Desai re-~ffirmed IndiA's 

desire to strengthen Indo- Soviet relations and observed that tr.e 

mutual desires in both these countries to oromote their friendship 
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was a demonstration of the fact that their relationship was a 

demonstration of the fact that their relationship was not based 

either on pe~sonalities o~ on ideologies but on the foundation of 

equality. Prime Minister asserted and remarked, "The development 

of our relations with other countries will not be at the expense of 

established friendships". Desai expressed his confidence that 

mutually beneficial Indo- Soviet cooperation could be further enl ar-
( 6) 

ged. 

Before undertaking his trip to be king 9 

Vajpayee paid a visit to the Soviet capital., He spoke of a high 

degree of trust and confidence characterizing the bilateral rela

tions of India and USSR. Vajpayee informed the Soviet leaders to 

India's efforts to nomalise relations with all her neighbours in

cluding China and referred to the efforts of the Indira Gandhi 

Government to initiate the orocess of normalization in relations 
I 

with Peking • 
0 

Vajpayee' s visit to Moscow proved successful. 

It was widely reported in the Indian press, which wrote laudatory 

editorials on the conclusion of Vajpayee-Gromyko talks, that the 

USSR Government showed it willingness to help India in case the 

USA refused suoolies· of enriched uranium • . . 
Soviet premier Ko s y~ in paid a ~ ven-d a y v ~ sit 

to India on 9;.jl5 March 1979 on the invitation of Mnrarji Des<Ji. Kosy

gin in his address to the Indian parliaw.:nt emphasized the ner~d for 
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further coordinating the e·fforts of peaca-lovinq forces like India 
( 7) 

to over come the threat to ''peace on the /\sian continent. 

The Soviet premier's visit t·J India proved success

fuL, .!\ long-term agreement for Indo- Sovi,~t cooperation in Economic, 

trade, cultural, scientific and technical fields was signed by the 

two Prime Ministers., Both the sides unde rscor .. ~d the immedi"lb: neGd 

of the formation of Asia into a continent of rlurable oeace throuQh 

cooperative efforts among all Asian countries on the basis of r=cog-

nised principles of inter state relations. Leaders of bot~ the 

countries exbh anged their vi•:ws with regard to imprvvemi?nt in their 
{8) . 

relations with the people's Republic of China. 

(Aft~:r r2siqnation of Morarji Desai~ Chaean Singh 

took over as the New Prime Minister in July 1979., The Congress (I) 

again came to the power in January 1980 after the Seventh Lok Sabha 

Election and Indira Gandhi sworn as Prim? Minister). 

In several ways, India's furei·JO policy Sind rela

tions under the Janata Governm·2nt were marked by success as for 

examplew in relaxing tension on the Indian sub-continent, in openin~ 

up a new d~alogue with China, and in t~~~t forging stronger links 

with the common wealth and maintain friendly r2lations with Soviet 

Union .. 

THE R2TUHN OF MRS. Gl\Nan 

The massive victory of Indira G~ndhi's congress 

and the complete route of the Janata party and the others opposi

tion parties in the General electiont s of January 1980, confounded 
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all ~olitical scientists and analysts in India and a broad. No one 

had imagined such a spectacular came back by Mrs. Indira Gandhi whose 

political fut~re only two years earlier looked total1y bleak. Even the 

more cautions among the political forecasters could not seG he yond 

her party making significant gains. Thus the re-emergence of Mrs~ 

Gandhi came as a shock and surprise to the United States and most of 

the Western world and a pleas ant surprise to the SJviet Union and 

Socialist countriesa 

India's refusal to join the chorus of condemnation of 

&:>viet action in Afghanistan, and her abst·ention fr0m the o.verwhel

ming u. No Vote condemning the Soviet intervention deepened the fear 

of India's return to a pronounced pro Soviet Policy.. 1\t the same time 

the u.s. decision to offer arms aid to Pakistan to build up latter's 

defence against possible Russian agqrassion alarmed India. The u.s. 

military aid to Pakistan, India fearedP would nose a threat to India's 

security and to the peace of the sub-continent.. The continuing Naval 

presence of the super powers in the Indian ocean, especially of the 

United States, and the building up of Naval base in Di=go..:.G~rcia, has 

been a thorny problem. India has continuously and firrnl y expressed 

the view that the Indian ocean should be a "Zone of p~~ace" and Diego 

Garcia should not be developed as a wester Naval base as this would 
( 9) 

only lead to increased super power military presence in the araa. 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi did not shAre the Soviet concept 
0 

for collectiv~ security for Asia; but she did not disapprove the idea 

which becomes cl,ear if we read what she said at Moscow on July 8, 

1980, "The Soviet Union genuinely wants peaceful cooperation, mutual 
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undelrstand·ng and good neighbourllhness betw~!en the countries of Asia. 

The ~viet Union is not only a great power but one with a larqe ilt.si an 

component in its personality. Both our countries thu .s have a common 

interest in promoting stability and harmony in 1'.\sia". Her stand on 

the Soviet sponsored collective security system for :1\sia was positive 

but controversial. The benefit, but not for any alliance for military 

or startegic gains. She put forward her own plan for l\sian coopera

tion. She considered mutual cooperation to be a basic factor unde~ 

lying security, and this cooperation should spring from the initiative 

of the Asian countries themselves. This is why she disliked and super 
( 10) 

power im?osition or their involvement in ~sian security affairs. 

A reason behind the Reagan administration's decision 

to go ahead with the policy of arming Pakistan, ignoring India's 

strong resentment, its assessment that India has tilted heavily to

wards the Soviet Union and would continue to do so in future. This is 

a major national error in the u.s. Foreign Policy in South Asia .. 

Friend ship with the Soviet Union is a geo-political 

necessity for India. The 3oviet friendship has been ~n valuable for 

India on many crucial issues in the past~ India's relations \tith 

Pakistan China axis have posed a serious threat to India. In 1962 

the u .. s .. responded to India's pleas for military aid against Chinese 

aggression. But the situat:lon has greatly chanq.::d since the early 

19709 s~ Now there is a sort of Pakistan-C:hina-!Jo s. alliance. In the 

event of any threat from China, India can not any longer codnt on 

m~terial support from the United states. The same is true about 
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possible danger from Pakistan. These apprehensions may appear un

founded to the United Stateso But to India such a threat is very H:l:QX 

realo Thus Indo-Soviet-U.S. relations are related to Indo-Pak and 

Sino-Indian relations. The same is largely true about Indo- Soviet 

relationshipc India's national interest necessitates friendship v..rith 
( 11) 

the 5:lviet Union. 

Mrs. Gandhi's attitude towards the Soviet Union was 

certainly motivated by compelling needs of India and if good rela-

tionship is now well established and maintained 1 it is because of the 

reciprocal attitude of the top political leaders of both co.untrie s 

who are conseious of the nedd to make India stronger and on her part 

Mrs. Gandhi too wanted a strong and stable India. That~ s how the 

relat!honsbip became an undeniable proposition. The Soviet always, 

have extended sympathy and understanding to India's difficulties~> The 

covergence in out look on many issue, intern21l as well as intern.r 

tional, is evident through the annals of our expanding relationship. 

Wheather it was Goa or Kashmir or liberation cf Bangladesh, on the 

Vietnam question, the palestine rmx problem, 5Juth .l\frican and 

part held or on matters re 1 ating to the Security of littoral coun

tries of the Indian Ocean the view's botb chf India and the 2oviet 

Union converge .. 

In the field of foreign policy Mrso Gandhi exore ssed 

her intention to follow the Nehru line. In some important fields 

she did do that also. But a series of international events and the 

developments connected With the emergence of BE1ngladesb led tc 
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Indi' s increasing dependence on the Soviet Union, This was not fully 

her creation, and she did try to assert Ip:Jia' s ird ependence to the 

extent possible under the circumstance So 1\nd she never discontinued 

India's economic, commerc-ial, cultural and other contacts with the 

we st. Her policy in regard to the cooperation among the non- ;:~liga

ment countries was also not different from tr.~t of Nehru. 
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